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ON SCHUR SUPERFUNCTORS
JONATHAN AXTELL
Abstract. We introduce super-analogues of the Schur functors defined by Akin, Buchsbaum
and Weyman. These Schur superfunctors may be viewed as characteristic-free analogues of the
finite dimensional atypical irreducible modules over the Lie superalgebra glpm|nq studied by
Berele and Regev. Our construction realizes Schur superfunctors as objects of a certain category
of strict polynomial superfunctors. We show that Schur superfunctors are indecomposable
objects of this category. Another aim is to provide a decomposition of Schur bisuperfunctors
in terms of tensor products of Schur superfunctors.
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Introduction
Let k be an arbitrary field. Then it is well known that irreducible polynomial representations
of the general linear group scheme, GLn, correspond to partitions, λ, of length smaller than or
equal to n. Furthermore, each such irreducible may be obtained as the simple head (or cosocle)
of a corresponding Schur (or costandard) module, Sλpk
nq, which is essentially an induced module
from a Borel subgroup of GLn, as defined in [Ja]. (See also [G] for a definition in terms of Schur
algebras.) In [ABW], Akin, Buchsbaum and Weyman gave an explicit construction of these
Schur modules which surprisingly uses only rudimentary multilinear algebra stated in terms of
familiar Hopf algebras. The goal of this paper is to define and study super-analogues of this
construction.
More specifically, let V be a finite dimensional k-vector space, and consider the Hopf algebra
DV (resp. ΛV , SymV ) of divided (resp. exterior, symmetric) powers of V . Also, given a
partition λ “ pλ1, . . . , λtq, let λ
1 denote its transpose. Then in [ABW], the Schur module SλpV q
is defined to be the image of a certain linear map
θλpV q : Λ
λ1V Ñ V bd Ñ SymλV,
where Λλ
1
pV q, SymλpV q are tensor products of exterior and symmetric powers, respectively.
Dually, the Weyl (or co-Schur) module WλpV q is defined as the image of a composition
θ1λpV q : D
λ1V Ñ V bd Ñ ΛλV.
In both cases, the linear maps are obtained by composing a permutation of the multiplication
with iterations of the comultiplication in the respective Hopf algebras.
Date: March 25, 2018.
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Now let Pd “ Pd,k denote the category of (homogeneous) strict polynomial functors defined by
Friedlander and Suslin in [FS]. Let vec denote the category of finite dimensional k-vector spaces,
and let sch denote the category of all schemes over k. Then objects of Pd may be considered as
(homogeneous) sch-enriched endofunctors of vec. In particular, the action on hom-spaces may
be described in terms of polynomial equations which are homogeneous of degree d. We recall
in Section 2.1 the equivalent but somewhat simpler “linearized” definition of the category Pd.
Typical examples of strict polynomial functors are Dd, Λd, and Symd which send a vector space
to its d-th divided, exterior, or symmetric power, respectively. Since there is a tensor product
bifunctor, ´ b ´ : Pd1 ˆ Pd2 Ñ Pd1`d2 , we may also consider the objects D
λ,Λλ,Symλ P Pd,
where λ is a partition such that |λ| :“
ř
λi “ d. Evaluation of T P Pd at V P vec gives rise to a
polynomial GLpV q-module, T pV q. Furthermore, if n ě d then Pd is equivalent to the category
of all finite dimensional polynomial GLn-modules which are homogeneous of degree d.
The naturality of the construction in [ABW] allows a straightforward generalization to the
functorial setting. I.e., the linear maps θλpV q and θ
1
λpV q yield natural transformations which
are composites of morphisms
Λλ
1
ãÑ Ibd ։ Symλ and Dλ
1
ãÑ Ibd ։ Λλ
in the category Pd, respectively, where I
bd is the d-th tensor product functor. Since Pd is
abelian, one may define the Schur functor, Sλ, to be the image of θλ, and the Weyl functor,
Wλ, is the image of θ
1
λ in Pd.
In [Ax], the author defined categories PolId, Pol
II
d whose objects are polynomial superfunctors
of types I and II. If m,n ě d, then PolId, Pol
II
d are equivalent to the category of finite dimensional
(degree d homogeneous) polynomial representations over the algebraic supergroups GLpm|nq,
Qpnq, respectively (see [BrKu], [BrK2] for the definitions of these supergroups). In this paper,
we will mostly be concerned with the category PolId of type I polynomial superfunctors. Some
results, however, can be transferred to the category PolIId via a certain restriction functor, Pol
I
d Ñ
Pol
II
d , described in Section 3.1 below.
Typical examples of objects in PolId are given by I
bd,Γd, Sd which are super analogues of the
tensor, divided, and symmetric powers considered above. Since tensor products of polynomial
superfunctors are well-defined, we may also consider Γλ, Sλ P PolId, for any partition λ such that
|λ| “ d. We will also need to consider the (right) parity change functor Π P PolI1. Given any
T P PolId, we may then consider both left and right compositions, Π ˝ T and T ˝ Π, as objects
in PolId.
Now suppose λ is a partition with |λ| “ d. We define the Schur superfunctor pSλ in Section 3.2
as the object of PolId which is the image of a certain natural transformation θˆλ. This morphism
θˆλ is given as a composite of natural transformations of the form
Π ˝ Γλ
1
˝ Π ãÑ Ibd ։ Sλ pΓλ
1
˝Π ãÑ Ibd ։ Sλq,
if d is odd (even). Similarly, we define the Weyl superfunctor xWλ to be the image of a natural
transformation θˇλ given by a composite of morphisms of the form
Γλ
1
ãÑ Ibd ։ Π ˝ Sλ ˝ Π pΓλ
1
ãÑ Ibd ։ Sλ ˝Πq,
if d is odd (even). More generally, we will define skew Schur and Weyl superfunctors, pSλ{µ andxWλ{µ, associated to any skew partition, λ{µ.
In [ABW], the authors also studied Schur complexes, which they used to obtain resolutions
of certain polynomial GLn-modules. We consider these Schur complexes as strict polynomial
bifunctors SCλ{µp , q associated to skew partitions λ{µ (cf. Definition 2.3.1). Evaluating
SCλ{µ at a pair of vector spaces V,W gives (the underlying vector space of) a corresponding
Schur complex. We will show in Proposition 3.2.4 that SCλ{µpV,W q is also isomorphic to (the
underlying ordinary vector space of) the evaluation of the Schur superfunctor pSλ{µ at a certain
vector superspace.
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In this paper, we also give analogues of several results obtained in [ABW] for Schur functors
and Schur complexes. For example, we provide a Standard Basis Theorem (Theorem 3.3.10)
for Schur superfunctors using a certain “Straightening Law” (Lemma 3.3.7). We also consider
categories biPolId, biPol
II
d of strict polynomial bisuperfunctors in Section 4. After defining the
Schur bisuperfunctors, pSbi
λ{µ P biPol
I
d, for any skew partition λ{µ such that |λ| ´ |µ| “ d, we
prove a filtration of these superfunctors in Theorem 4.2.5. This result is a super-analogue of
Theorem II.4.11 in [ABW], which was recently used to obtain a categorification of Fock space
representations in [HTY].
We conclude the paper by showing that the Schur superfunctors pSλ are indecomposable
objects in the category PolId. In order to prove this, we first show in Theorem 5.2.6 that the
Schur supermodule pSλpMq, given by evaluation at a superspaceM , is an indecomposable module
for the algebraic supergroup GLpMq (or rather of the corresponding Schur superalgebra). On
the other hand, the Schur superfunctor, pS IIλ , is usually not an indecomposable object of the
category PolIId . It is thus an interesting problem to define an analogue of Schur superfunctors of
type II whose corresponding Schur supermodules are indecomposable Qpnq-supermodules. Such
a construction seems to be lacking even in characteristic zero.
In [LZ], La Scala and Zubkov also constructed costandard modules, ∇pλq, for the supergroup
GLpMq. Provided that the size of λ is small enough, these supermodules appear to be isomor-
phic to our Schur supermodules, pSλpMq. In particular, the standard basis of ∇pλq given in [LZ,
Theorem 6.6] is in bijection with the standard basis given in Theorem 3.3.10 below.
Acknowledgments. The author wishes to thank Seok-Jin Kang and Myungho Kim for many
helpful discussions and Jerzy Weyman for helpful correspondence.
1. Superalgebra Preliminaries
We will assume throughout that k is an arbitrary field of characteristic not equal 2. Given
V,W a pair of k-vector spaces, the set of all linear maps from V to W is denoted HompV,W q.
1.1. Categories enriched in k-superspaces. A vector superspace is a k-vector space M with
Z2-grading, M “ M0 ‘M1. If dimpM0q “ m and dimpM1q “ n, we write sdimpMq “ m|n.
An element of M0 (resp. M1) is called even (resp. odd). We write M to denote the underlying
ordinary vector space without a Z2-grading. A subsuperspace of M is a subspace N of M such
that N “ pN XM0q ‘ pN XM1q. If M and N are superspaces, we consider HompM,Nq as
a superspace by setting HompM,Nqε equal to the set of linear maps f : M Ñ N which are
Z2-homogeneous of degree ε, i.e. fpMδq Ă Nε`δ pε, δ P Z2q. The k-linear dualM
˚ “ HompM,kq
is a superspace by viewing k as vector superspace concentrated in degree 0.
The tensor product M b N of superspaces is also a superspace with pM b Nq0 “ M0 b
N0 ‘M1 b N1 and pM b Nq1 “ M0 b N1 ‘M1 b N0. There is an even linear isomorphism
τ
M,N
:M bN Ñ N bM of superspaces, given by
v b w ÞÑ p´1q|v||w|w b v pv PM,w P Nq,
called the supertwist map.
A superalgebra is an associative algebra A which is also a superspace such that AεAδ Ă Aε`δ.
As above, A denotes the ordinary associative algebra obtained by forgetting the Z2-grading.
Given two superalgebras A and B, a superalgebra homomorphism ϕ : A Ñ B is an even linear
map which is an algebra homomorphism; its kernel is a superideal, i.e., an ordinary two-sided
ideal which is also a subsuperspace. We view the tensor product of superspaces A b B as a
superalgebra with multiplication defined by the usual rule of signs convention:
pab bqpa1 b b1q “ p´1q|b||a
1|paa1q b pbb1q pa, a1 P A, b, b1 P Bq. (1)
The supertwist map gives an isomorphism τ
A,B
: AbB – B bA of superalgebras.
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Example 1.1.1. The Clifford superalgebra, Cn, is the superalgebra with odd generators c1, . . . , cn
satisfying: c2i “ 1 and cicj “ ´cjci, for 1 ď i ‰ j ď n. For any n ě 1, there is an isomorphism
Cn – C1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b C1 (n copies).
Let A be a superalgebra. A right A-supermodule is a superspace V which is a right A-module
in the usual sense, such that AεVδ Ă Vε`δ for ε, δ P Z2. One may similarly define left A-
supermodules. A homomorphism ϕ : V Ñ W of right (resp. left) A-supermodules V and W is
a linear map ϕ such that
ϕpvaq “ ϕpvqa presp. ϕpavq “ p´1q|ϕ||a|aϕpvqq, @a P A, v P V.
Let SmodA (resp. ASmod) denote the category of all right (resp. left) A-supermodules and
A-supermodule homomorphisms. Let smodA (resp. A smod) denote the full subcategory of
all right (resp. left) A-supermodules which are finite dimensional (over k). Similarly, write
Svec (resp. svec) for the category of all (resp. finite dimensional) k-vector superspaces. If
V,W P A smod (resp. smodA), we let HomApV,W q denote the set of A-homomorphisms from
V to W . Also let EndApV q denote the superalgebra of all A-supermodule endomorphisms of V .
Given any superspace M we denote by ΠM the same vector space, but with opposite Z2-
grading. For example, we write km|n “ km ‘ pΠkqn. Given a superalgebra A, we define the
(right) parity change functor Π : SmodA Ñ SmodA which sends V ÞÑ ΠV , such that ΠV has
the same right action: v ¨ a “ va (a P A, v P V ). On a right A-supermodule homomorphism
ϕ : V ÑW , we set Πpϕq “ p´1q|ϕ|ϕ as a linear map.
We say a category V is an Svec-enriched category if the hom-sets
homVpV,W q pV,W P Vq
are k-superspaces, while composition is bilinear and even. I.e., if U, V,W P V, then composition
induces an even linear map:
homVpV,W q b homVpU, V q Ñ homVpU,W q.
As usual if V,W are isomorphic in V, we write V – W . If there is an even isomorphism
ϕ : V –W (i.e., ϕ P homVpV,W q0), then we use the notation
V »W.
Let Vev denote the subcategory of V consisting of the same objects but only even homomor-
phisms.
For a superalgebra A, the category ASmod (SmodA) is naturally an Svec-enriched category,
as is the full subcategory A smod (smodA). Further, the even subcategories pASmodqev, etc.
are abelian categories in the usual sense. All functors between the Svec-enriched categories
which we consider will send even morphisms to even morphisms. They will thus give rise to
corresponding functors between the underlying even subcategories.
Definition 1.1.2. Suppose V,V 1 are Svec-enriched categories. An even functor F : V Ñ V 1 is
called k-linear (or Svec-enriched) if the function
FV,W : homVpV,W q Ñ homV 1pFV,FW q
is a linear map for any pair of objects V,W P V. Suppose that F,G : V Ñ V 1 are a pair of
k-linear functors. Then an even (resp. odd) Svec-enriched natural transformation η : F Ñ G
consists of a collection of even (resp. odd) linear maps
ηpV q P homV 1pFV,GV q p
@V P Vq
such that for a given ϕ P homVpV,W q we have
Gpϕq ˝ ηpV q “ p´1q|ϕ||ηpV q|ηpW q ˝ F pϕq.
In general, an Svec-enriched natural transformation, η : F Ñ G, is defined to be a collection of
linear maps, ηpV q “ η0pV q ‘ η1pV q, for all V P V, such that
ηεpV q P homV 1pFV,GV qε pε P Z2q
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and η0 (resp. η1): F Ñ G is an even (resp. odd) Svec-enriched natural transformation.
Definition 1.1.3 (Cartesian product of Svec-enriched categories). Given two Svec-enriched
categories V, W we may form the direct product V ˆW, which is the Svec-enriched category
with pairs pV,W q pV P V,W PWq as objects and morphisms
homVˆW
`
pV,W q, pV 1,W 1q
˘
“ homVpV, V
1q b homWpW,W
1q.
The composition of morphisms follows the rule of signs convention (1) stated above.
In the above definition, notice that we have chosen the hom-spaces to be tensor products
instead of Cartesian products. In this way, we may consider only even, k-linear functors:
V ˆW Ñ U , instead of bilinear functors.
1.2. Hopf superalgebras. A cosuperalgebra is a superspaceC with the structure of k-coalgebra
such that the comultiplication ∆ : CbC Ñ C and the counit ǫ : C Ñ k are even linear maps. If
C andD are cosuperalgebras, the tensor product CbD is a cosuperalgebra with comultiplication
∆CbD “ 1b τC,D b 1 ˝ p∆C b∆Dq.
A homomorphism ϕ : C Ñ D of cosuperalgebras is an even linear map which is a homomorphism
of coalgebras in the usual sense.
By a bisuperalgebra, we mean a superalgebra which is also a cosuperalgebra such that the
comultiplication and counit are superalgebra homomorphisms. E.g., if A is a bisuperalgebra,
then the following diagrams are commutative:
AbA
m
A

∆b∆
// AbAbAbA
m
AbA

A
∆
// AbA,
AbA
ǫbǫ
##❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
❋
mA
// A
ǫ

k.
(2)
(Recall that m
AbA is defined to be mA b mA ˝ p1 b τA,A b 1q.) A morphism ϕ : A Ñ B of
bisuperalgebras is a superalgebra map which is also a map of cosuperalgebras.
A Hopf superalgebra is a bisuperalgebra A which is also a Hopf algebra, such that the antipode,
ι : AÑ A, is an even linear map.
Definition 1.2.1. We defined a Zě0-graded superspace to be a superspaceM “
À8
d“0M
d such
that each Md is a finite dimensional subsuperspace. A Zě0-graded superspace M is connected
if M0 “ k.
Note that the tensor product of Zě0-graded superspaces, M b N , is naturally Zě0-graded,
with pM bNqd “
À
i`j“dM
i bN j.
Definition 1.2.2. Suppose A is a (co)superalgebra whose underlying superspace is Zě0-graded.
Then A is a graded (co)superalgebra if the multiplication m : AbAÑ A (resp. comultiplication
∆ : AÑ AbA) is a Zě0-homogeneous map. A graded bisuperalgebra is a bisuperalgebra which
is graded both as a superalgebra and as a cosuperalgebra simultaneously.
Define the graded dual, Agr,˚, of a graded bisuperalgebra, A “
À8
d“0A
d, to be the bisuper-
algebra
Agr,˚ “
8à
d“0
pAdq˚,
with multiplication mgr and comultiplication ∆gr defined to be the maps which are dual to
compultiplication ∆ and multiplication m, respectively.
Remark 1.2.3. By Takeuchi’s antipode formula (cf. [Ta, Lem. 14] or, e.g., [HGK, Prop. 3.8.8]),
any connected pZě0q-graded bialgebra is automatically a Hopf algebra. Using this formula, it
may be checked that if A is a connected bisuperalgebra, then both A and Agr,˚ are also Hopf
superalgebras.
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1.3. The symmetric superalgebra. Let M be a vector superspace. For d P Zě1, we write
Mbd “ M b ¨ ¨ ¨ bM (d copies) and Mb0 “ k. The tensor superalgebra, T¨M , is the tensor
algebra
T¨M “
à
dě0
Mbd
regarded as a vector superspace. It is the free associative superalgebra generated by M . Hence,
there is a unique superalgebra map ∆ : T¨M Ñ T¨M b T¨M such that: v ÞÑ v b 1 ` 1 b v.
Also, let ǫ : T¨M Ñ k be such that ǫp1q “ 1 and ǫpxq “ 0, if x P Mbd with d ą 0. Then these
maps makes T¨M into a bisuperalgebra. The fact that T¨M is a Hopf superalgebra follows by
Remark 1.2.3.
A superalgebra A is called commutative if ab “ p´1q|a||b|ba for all a, b P A. The symmetric
superalgebra, S¨M , is the free commutative superalgebra generated by M . Explicitly, S¨M “À
dě0 S
dM is the quotient of T¨M by the super ideal
I “ xxb y ´ p´1q|x||y|y b x; x, y PMy.
Since the tensor product of commutative superalgebras is also commutative, there is a unique
homomorphism ∆ : S¨M Ñ S¨M b S¨M of superalgebras such that: v ÞÑ v b 1` 1 b v. Define
the counit ǫ : S¨M Ñ k in the same way as above. Together these maps give S¨M the structure
of Hopf superalgebra (again using Remark 1.2.3).
Notice that S¨p q satisfies the exponential property, since there is an isomorphism:
S¨pMq b S¨pNq – S¨pM ‘Nq,
which is given by: x b y ÞÑ xy, for any x P S¨M,y P S¨N . In particular, we have S¨pMq –
S¨pM0q b S
¨pM1q. By forgetting the Z2-grading, we then have an isomorphism
S¨pMq – SymM0 b ΛM1 (3)
of ordinary (graded) associative algebras, where Symp q and Λp q denote the symmetric and
exterior algebras of a vector space, respectively.
Suppose now that M P svec. Let X “ pX1, . . . ,Xmq be a basis of M0 and Y “ pY1, . . . , Ynq a
basis of M1. If we write the multiplication in S
¨M simply by juxtaposition, then it follows from
(3) that the set of elements
tXd11 ¨ ¨ ¨X
dm
m Y
e1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨Y
en
n ; d1, . . . , dm P Zě0, e1, . . . en P t0, 1u, and
ÿ
di `
ÿ
ej “ du (4)
forms a basis of SdM .
1.4. The divided powers superalgebra. LetM P svec and suppose d P Zě0. Then we define
the d-th divided power of M to be the superspace: ΓdM “ SdpM˚q˚.
Suppose as above that X “ pX1, . . . ,Xmq and Y “ pY1, . . . , Ynq are bases of M0 and M1,
which are ordered by indices. Fix some total order on their union Z “ X \ Y which preserves
the relative orders in X and Y respectively. We write the elements of Z as Z1, . . . , Zm`n with
the total order again indicated by indices. Now Z is a Z2-graded set, with Z0 “ X and Z1 “ Y.
We write |Zi| “ ε if Zi P Zε, for i “ 1, . . . ,m` n and ε “ 0, 1.
Let Zˇ “ pZˇ1, . . . , Zˇm`nq denote the basis of M
˚ which is dual to Z. Suppose α P pZě0q
m`n
is such that |α| “
ř
αi “ d. Then we denote by
Zpαq “ Z
pα1q
1 . . . Z
pαm`nq
m`n
the element of ΓdM which is dual to the monomial Zˇα11 . . . Zˇ
αm`n
m`n of S
dpM˚q. Since S¨pM˚q is
commutative and (4) is a basis of SdpM˚q, it follows that
tZpαq : |α| “ d and 0 ď αi ď 1 if |Zi| “ 1u
gives a basis of ΓdM .
Let us consider an alternative way to denote this basis for ΓdM . We write Ipm|n, dq to denote
the set of all functions i : t1, . . . , du Ñ t1, . . . ,m` nu. We may identify any i P Ipm|n, dq as a
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sequence i “ pi1, . . . , idq of elements ik “ ipkq P t1, . . . ,m ` nu. For each i P Ipm|n, dq there is
a corresponding element Zpiq P ΓdM which is dual to the element
Zˇi1Zˇi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ Zˇid P S
dM.
If i P Ipm|n, dq, we let wtpiq P pZě0q
m`n denote the sequence obtained by setting
wtpiqs “ #t1 ď k ď d : ik “ su,
for s “ 1, . . . ,m` n.
We say that i P Ipm|n, dq is Z-restricted if: wtpiqs ď 1 whenever |Zs| “ 1. Note that the
symmetric group Sd acts on Ipm|n, dq by composition, i.e. pi.σqpkq “ ipσkq for any σ P Sd. We
define the standardization of i to be the sequence stpiq “ stZpiq obtained by rearranging the
entries of i into non-decreasing order. I.e., stpiq “ i.σ for some σ P Sd such that iσ1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď iσd.
We say that i is standardized if i “ stpiq. If i is standardized, then Zpiq “ Zpwtpiqq, and Zpiq ‰ 0
if and only if i P Ipm|n, dq is Z-restricted. It follows that
tZpiq : i P Ipm|n, dq is Z-standardized and Z-restrictedu
gives another way to denote our basis for ΓdM .
For any i “ pi1, . . . , idq P Ipm|n, dq, let us write |i|Z to denote the sequence in pZ2q
m`n given
by: |i|Z “ p|Zi1 |, . . . , |Zim`n |q. Given ε P pZ2q
d and σ P Sd, we let
sgnpε, σq “
ź
1ďsătďd
σ´1sąσ´1t
p´1qεsεt
We then set sgnZpi;σq “ sgnp|i|Z , σq. If i “ j.σ, then we also write sgnZpi; jq “ sgnZpi;σq.
There is also a unique right action of the symmetric group Sd on the tensor power M
bd of
a superspace such that each transposition pi i` 1q for 1 ď i ď d´ 1 acts by:
pv1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vdq.pi i` 1q “ p´1q
|vi||vi`1| v1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vi`1 b vi b ¨ ¨ ¨ b vd,
for any v1, . . . , vd P M with vi, vi`1 being Z2-homogeneous. We denote by Z
i the element of
Mbd given by Zi “ Zi1b¨ ¨ ¨bZid . ThenM
bd has as a basis tZi | i P Ipm|n, dqu, and the above
action may be given explicitly by
Z i.σ “ sgnZpi;σqZ
i.σ, (5)
for any σ P Sd.
Notice that the symmetric power is the coinvariant superspace, SdM “ pMbdqSd , with
respect to the above action. This means that there is a canonical even isomorphism
HomkSdpM
bd, Nq » HomkSdpS
dM,Nq (6)
for any N P svec considered as a trivial Sd-module. Now there is also a right action of Sd on
the dual space pMbdq˚ given by pf.σqpvq “ fpv.σ´1q, for f P pMbdq˚, v P Mbd and σ P Sd.
Further pM˚qbd » pMbdq˚ as Sd module. It then follows from the definition of Γ
dM and (6)
that we have a canonical even isomorphism
HomkSdpN,M
bdq » HomkSdpN,Γ
dMq
for anyM P svec. Hence the d-th divided power is isomorphic to the subsuperspace of invariants:
ΓdM » pMbdqSd .
We define the divided powers supergalebra to be the dual Hopf superalgebra:
Γ¨M “ pS¨M˚qgr,˚ “
à
dě0
ΓdM.
Let us denote the multiplication of elements f, g P Γ¨M by f ˇ g. Then Γ¨p q also satisfies the
exponential property. This follows by duality from the exponential property for S¨p q, since
there is an isomorphism
Γ¨pMq b Γ¨pNq – Γ¨pM ‘Nq, (7)
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given by xb y ÞÑ x ˇ y, for all x P Γ¨pMq, y P Γ¨pNq. We also have an isomorphism of ordinary
(graded) algebras
Γ¨M – DM0 b ΛM1, (8)
where Dp q denotes the usual divided power algebra of a vector space.
Suppose i P Ipm|n, dq and j P Ipm|n, d1q. Then we define i _ j P Ipm|n, d ` d1q to be the
element
i_ j “ pi1, . . . , id, j1, . . . , jd1q.
Let us write lpiq “ d if i P Ipm|n, dq for some d ą 0, and we set
Ipm|nq “
ď
dě1
Ipm|n, dq.
Then pi, jq ÞÑ i_ j defines a binary operation Ipm|nq ˆ Ipm|nq Ñ Ipm|nq.
Lemma 1.4.1. Let Z “ Z0\Z1 “ pZ1, . . . , Zm`nq be a Z2-homogeneous basis of M “M0‘M1
as above. Suppose i P Ipm|n, dq, j P Ipm|n, d1q are both standardized.
(i) Let ∆ : Γr`sM Ñ ΓrMbΓsM denote the components of the comultiplication ∆ : Γ¨M Ñ
Γ¨M b Γ¨M . These components are given explicilty by:
∆pZpiqq “
ÿ
stpi1_i2q“i
sgnZpi
1 _ i2; iqZpi
1q b Zpi
2q,
summing over ordered pairs of standardized sequences i1 P Ipm|n, rq, i2 P Ipm|n, sq.
(ii) Multiplication on basis elements in Γ¨M satisfies:
Zpiq ˇ Zpjq “
#
CZpi_jq if i_ j is Z-strict
0 if i_ j is not Z-strict,
where C is some positive integer such that C “ 1 if and only if Impiq X Impjq “ H.
Proof. The lemma follows from (8) and the usual properties of exterior algebras and divided
powers of ordinary vectors spaces, as described in [P, Sec. 1], [Wey, Chap.1]. 
Note that there is a surjective map, m : Mbd ։ SdM , given by d-fold multiplication in
the symmetric superalgebra. By duality and some abuse of notation, we have a corresponding
embedding ∆ : ΓdM ãÑ Mbd given by applying successive iterations of comultiplication. This
embedding is given explicitly as follows.
If i P Ipm|n, dq, then let us denote the stabilizer of i in Sd by Si “ tσ P Sd : i.σ “ iu. Then
we have:
∆pZpiqq “
ÿ
σPSd{Si
Zi.σ “
ÿ
σPSd{Si
sgnZpi;σqZ
i.σ, (9)
where the last equality comes from (5). By the injectivity of ∆ : ΓdM ãÑMbd, we then have
Zpiq “ sgnZpj;σqZ
pjq
in ΓdM , for any j P Ipm|n, dq such that there exists some σ P Sd, with i “ j.σ.
Notice also from the commutativity of diagram (2) that we have ∆px ˇ yq “ ∆pxq ˇ∆pyq for
any x, y P Γ¨M . In particular,
∆px ˇ yq “
ÿ
σPSd`e{SdˆSe
p∆pxq b∆pyqq.σ, (10)
if x P ΓdM and y P ΓeM .
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2. Recollection of Schur Functors and Schur Complexes
In this section, we recall the definition of Schur complexes defined in [ABW]. As vector
spaces, these are canonically isomorphic to images of the underlying vector spaces of the Schur
superfunctors to be defined in the next section. We also recall the definitions of Schur and Weyl
functors, which are fundamental examples of objects in categories of strict polynomial functors
(cf. [Tou], [Kr]).
2.1. Strict polynomial functors and bifunctors. Let vec “ veck denote the category of
finite dimensional k-vector spaces. Then define the category Dd
k
“ Ddpvecq with the same
objects as vec and with morphisms
homDd
k
pV,W q :“ DdHompV,W q,
for V,W P vec, where Ddp q denotes the ordinary d-th divided power of a vector space. The
composition of morphisms in Dd
k
is given by the isomorphisms
DdpHompV,W qq “ pHompV,W qbdqSd – HompV bd,WbdqSd – HomkSdpV
bd,Wbdq,
where Sd acts on V
bd,Wbd by place permutations, and on HompV bd,Wbdq by conjugation.
Notice that Dd
k
is a k-linear category; i.e. hom-sets are vector spaces, and the composition is
bilinear. The category of (homogeneous) strict polynomial functors is defined to be
Pd “ FctkpD
d
k
, vecq,
the category consisting of all k-linear functors T : Dd
k
Ñ vec. Hence if T P Pd, then for any
V,W P Dd
k
, the induced map
T
V,W
: hom
Dd
k
pV,W q Ñ HompTV, TW q
is linear. Morphisms in Pd are natural transformations between functors.
The category Pd is abelian, with the existence of kernels, cokernels, products and coproducts
being induced from the target category vec. Typical examples of objects in Pd are respectively
given by the exterior power, Λd, the symmetric power, Symd, and the divided power, Dd, of a
vector space.
We now define tensor products of strict polynomial functors following [Kr, Sec. 2]. Let us
define a category Dd
k
bDe
k
with the same objects as vec and with morphisms
homDd
k
bDe
k
pV,W q “ homDd
k
pV,W q b homDe
k
pV,W q.
Given nonnegative integers d and e, we have an embedding Sd ˆSe ãÑ Sd`e. This induces an
embedding
Dd`eV ãÑ DdV bDeV, (11)
for any V P vec, given by the composition of the following maps
Dd`eV “ pV bd`eqSd`e Ă pV bd`eqSdˆSe » pV bdqSd b pV beqSe “ ΓdV b ΓeV.
We then have a k-linear functor
id,e : D
d`e
k
ãÑ Dd
k
bDe
k
,
which is the identity on objects and which acts by (11) on morphisms. Composition with this
functor gives a tensor product ´b´ : PdˆPe Ñ Pd`e. I.e., we define pSbT qpV q “ SpV qbT pV q
for any V P Dd`e
k
and S b T acts by id,e on morphisms.
Example 2.1.1. Suppose α P pZě0q
n and |α| “
ř
αi “ d. Then we have polynomial functors,
Symα,Λα,Dα P Pd, defined as the tensor products
Xα “ Xα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXαn ,
for X “ Sym,Λ,D respectively.
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We also define strict polynomial bifunctors. For this, we first define the category Dd
kˆk “
Ddpvec ˆ vecq with the same objects as vecˆ vec and with morphisms
homDd
kˆk
ppV,W q, pV 1,W 1qq “
à
e`f“d
homDe
k
pV,W q b hom
D
f
k
pV 1,W 1q
Then define the category of (homogeneous) strict polynomial bifunctors, Pr2s “ FctkpD
d
kˆk, vecq.
Next we define an external tensor product
´b´ : Pd ˆ Pe Ñ P
r2s
d`e.
Let De
k
bD
f
k
Ă Dd
kˆk denote the subcategory with the same objects as D
d
kˆk but with morphisms:
hom
De
k
bD
f
k
ppV,W q, pV 1,W 1qq “ homDe
k
pV,W q b hom
D
f
k
pV 1,W 1q.
Now suppose S P Pd, T P Pe. Let S b T P P
r2s
d`e denote the functor defined by setting, for
V,W P vec,
pS b T qpV,W q :“ SpV q b T pW q,
and S b T acts on morphisms via the embedding De
k
bD
f
k
ãÑ Dd
kˆk
2.2. Schur andWeyl functors. Now let Z8` denote the set of all infinite sequences pα1, α2, . . . q
of nonnegative integers such that αi “ 0 for all but finitely many indices. We identify any
α P pZě0q
n as an element of Z8` by setting αi “ 0 for i ě n ` 1. For α P Z
8
` , we write
|α| “
ř
αi. Also, let lpαq denote the cardinality of ti : αi ‰ 0u.
A partition is a sequence λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . q P Z
8
` with non-increasing entries: λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Let P denote the set of all partitions. We identify each λ P P with its corresponding diagram
△λ :“ tpi, jq P pZą0q
2 : 1 ď j ď λiu.
A skew partition λ{µ is a pair of partitions such that µ Ă λ; i.e., µi ď λi for i ě 1. The
corresponding skew diagram, △λ{µ, is the complement of △µ in the set △λ. For λ P P, let
λ1 “ pλ11, λ
1
2, . . . q denote the conjugate partition, where λ
1
i equals the cardinality of tj : λj ě iu.
Let us first define a certain permutation associated to any skew partition. Suppose µ Ă λ
are partitions such that |λ| ´ |µ| “ d. Then each integer r P t1, . . . , du can be written uniquely
as a sum
r “ pλ1 ´ µ1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pλi´1 ´ µi´1q ` j
with 1 ď j ď λi ´ µi. The pair pi, ˆq “ pi, µi ` jq describes the position (i-th row, ˆ-th column)
of r in the skew Young diagram △λ{µ, and λ{µ determines a permutation σλ{µ P Sd by
σλ{µprq “ pλ
1
1 ´ µ
1
1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pλ
1
ˆ´1 ´ µ
1
ˆ´1q ` pi´ µ
1
ˆq,
where 1 ď i ď λ1j ´ µ
1
j. Note that σλ1{µ1 “ σ
´1
λ{µ.
Example 2.2.1. Let λ “ p4, 3, 1q and µ “ p2, 1q. Then we may number the corresponding skew
Young diagram △p4,3,1q{p2,1q in two different ways as follows:
1 2
3 4
5
,
3 5
2 4
1
.
The first numbering is from left to right in rows and from top to bottom, while the second
numbering proceeds down columns and then from left to right. One may check that sending a
number in a square of the left-hand diagram to the corresponding number in the same square of
the right-hand diagram gives rise to the permutation σλ{µ. In this case, we have σp4,3,1q{p2,1q “
p1, 3, 2, 5q, written in cycle notation.
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Next we define certain natural transformations in the category Pd, for d “ |λ{µ|. First, let
θλ{µpV q be the composite of the linear maps
Λλ
1{µ1V ãÑ V bd
ρpσλ{µq
ÝÝÝÝÑ V bd ։ Symλ{µV,
where the first map is the canonical inclusion, ρ is the representation of the symmetric group
acting by ordinary place permations, and the last map is given by d-fold multiplication in the
algebra SymV .
Next let θ1
λ{µ be defined as the composite
Dλ
1{µ1W ãÑ Wbd
ρ´pσλ1{µ1 q
ÝÝÝÝÑ Wbd ։ Λλ{µW,
Definition 2.2.2 (Schur and Weyl functors). Define the Schur functor, Sλ{µ, of shape λ{µ, to
be the image of θλ{µ in the category Pd. The Weyl functor, Wλ{µ, is the image of the natural
transformation θ1
λ{µ.
Remark 2.2.3. A similar construction of the Schur and Weyl functors, Sλ andWλ, correspond-
ing to a partition λ may be found in [Tou] or [Kr]. Note that when comparing our definition
with the original definition in [ABW] one must replace λ{µ by the conjugate shape λ1{µ1. For a
useful dictionary of the various notations for Schur and Weyl functors (or modules) appearing
in the literature, see [Tou, Section 6.1.1].
2.3. Schur complexes. We define the following strict polynomial bifunctors
pΛbDqd “
dà
i“0
Λi bDd´i and pSymb Λqd “
dà
i“0
Symi b Λd´i.
Notice there is a canonical embedding pΛ b DqdpV,W q ãÑ pV ‘W qd given by tensoring the
canonical embeddings for Λi and Dj:à
i`j“d
ΛiV bDjW ãÑ
à
i`j“d
V bi bWbjĂpV ‘W qd.
Hence there is a canonical embedding pΛbDqd ãÑ pIbdqbi.
Also, SymV b ΛW is a graded algebra such that
pSymV b ΛW qd “
dà
i“0
SymiV bDd´iW “ pSymbDqdpV,W q.
Hence, d-fold multiplication in the algebra SymV bDW yields a canonical map pV ‘W qbd ։
pSymbDqdpV,W q. This yields a natural transformation pIbdqbi ։ pSymb Λqd.
Next, we define an action of the symmetric group on pV ‘W qbd which is a combination of
the two action, ρ and ρ´, considered above. Let ρsc : Sd Ñ EndppV ‘W q
bdq be the unique
representation such that the transposition pi i` 1q maps:
u1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ud ÞÑ
#
´pu1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ui`1 b ui b ¨ ¨ ¨ b udq if ui PW and ui`1 P W,
u1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ui`1 b ui b ¨ ¨ ¨ b ud if ui P V or ui`1 P V .
Note that if we consider V,W as purely even superspaces, then this agrees with the action of
Sd on the superspace pV ‘ΠW q
bd described in Section 1.4 above. This then defines a natural
transformation ρscpσq : pIbdqbi Ñ pIbdqbi, for any σ P Sd.
Now let θsc
λ{µ be the natural transformation defined as the composite
pD b Λqλ
1{µ1
ãÑ pIbdqbi
ρscpσλ{µq
ÝÝÝÝÑ pIbdqbi ։ pSymb Λqλ{µ,
where the first map is given by tensoring the canonical inclusions, and the third map is given
by tensoring the respective multiplication maps.
Definition 2.3.1. The image of the natural transformation θscλ{µ in pPdq
bi, denoted by SCλ{µ,
is called the Schur complex bifunctor of shape λ{µ.
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We notice that, for V,W P vec, we have θscλ{µpV, 0q “ θλ{µpV q and θ
sc
λ{µp0,W q “ θ
1
λ{µpW q.
Hence, we have that
Sλ{µ “ SCλ{µp´, 0q and Wλ{µ “ SCλ{µp0,´q. (12)
Remark 2.3.2. To any linear map φ : W Ñ V , there was defined in [ABW] an associated
complex, “Lλ1{µ1φ,” called the Schur complex of shape λ{µ. It is not difficult to check that
SCλ{µpV,W q is (linearly) isomorphic to the Schur complex Lλ1{µ1φ of the conjugate shape,
regardless of which map φ is chosen.
3. The Schur and Weyl Superfunctors
In this section, we construct the Schur and Weyl superfunctors via certain Svec-enriched nat-
ural transformations in the categories of polynomial superfunctors. We also provide a standard
basis for the evaluation of a Schur superfunctor on a vector superspace in terms of tableaux.
3.1. Categories of strict polynomial superfunctors. Suppose A is an associative superal-
gebra, and let d P Zě1. Notice that the right action of σ P Sd on the tensor power A
bd is in
fact a superalgebra automorphism. Denote by A ≀Sd the vector superspace
A ≀Sd “ kSd bA
bd
(where the group algebra kSd is viewed as superspace concentrated in degree zero). We then
consider A ≀Sd as a superalgebra with multiplication defined by the rule
pσ b aqpσ1 b bq “ σσ1 b pa ¨ σ1qb
for σ, σ1 P Sd, a, b P A. In what follows, we will identify A
bd (resp. kSd) with the subsuperal-
gebra 1bAbd (resp. kSd b 1) of A ≀Sd.
Example 3.1.1 (Sergeev superalgebra). If A “ k, then k ≀ Sd “ kSd, the group algebra of
Sd. On the other hand, if we identity Cd with C
bd
1 via the isomorphism in Example 1.1.1 then
C1 ≀Sd “Wd, the Sergeev superalgebra (cf. [BrK1]).
Recall that a superalgebra is called simple if it has no nonzero proper superideals. E.g.,
k and C1 are both simple superalgebras. Suppose now that B is a simple finite dimensional
superalgebra. For each d P Zě0, we define a new category Γ
d
B “ Γ
dpsmodBq. The objects
of ΓdB are the same as those of smodB, i.e. finite dimensional right B-supermodules. Given
M,N P smodB, set
homΓdB
pM,Nq :“ ΓdHomBpV,W q.
In order to define a composition law, we need the following:
Lemma 3.1.2 ([Ax], Lemma 3.1). Let V P smodB. Then V bd P smodB ≀Sd. Furthermore if
V,W P smodB, then we have a natural isomorphism
HomB≀SdpV
bd,Wbdq » ΓdHomBpV,W q. (13)
Using the isomorphism (13) for any V,W P smodB, composition in smodB ≀Sd then induces
a composition law in ΓdB . In particular, we are concerned with the categories
Γ
d
M “ Γ
d
k and Γ
d
Q “ Γ
d
C1
.
This notation comes from the fact that k – M1|0 and C1 – Q1 are the smallest examples,
respectively, in the seriesMm|n, Qn of all finite dimensional simple superalgebras. (See Example
2.4 and Remark 2.8 of [Ax] for more details.)
Clearly, ΓdM and Γ
d
Q are both Svec-enriched categories.
Definition 3.1.3. Let PolId “ FctkpΓ
d
M, svecq, the category of all even k-linear functors from
Γ
d
M to svec. Similarly, let Pol
II
d “ FctkpΓ
d
Q, svecq. In both cases, morphisms are Svec-enriched
natural transformations (see Section 1.1). The objects of PolId,Pol
II
d are called (homogeneous,
strict) polynomial superfunctors of type I, II, respectively.
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Notice that PolId and Pol
II
d are both Svec-enriched categories, and the underlying even sub-
categories pPolIdqev and pPol
II
dqev are abelian. In [Ax, Section 4.2], the objects of Pol
II
d are also
referred to as spin polynomial functors.
Example 3.1.4. In the category PolI1, we have the identity I : svecÑ svec. The (right) parity
change functor, Π : svec Ñ svec, is also seen to be an object of PolI1. Notice that we have an
odd Svec-enriched natural isomorphism id : I Ñ Π, where idM : M Ñ ΠM is just the identity
map on M .
The functor, FC : smodC1 Ñ svec, which forgets the C1-action, induces a forgetful functor
FC,d : Γ
d
Q Ñ Γ
d
M, for any d ě 0. Composition with FC,d then induces a functor
ResC,d “ ´ ˝ FC,d : Pol
I
d Ñ Pol
II
d .
We again let Π denote the functor ResC,1pΠq P Pol
II
1 .
Example 3.1.5. Let d P Zě0, and suppose V P Γ
d
X (X “ M, Q). Then we define the following
objects of PolId, Pol
II
d :
Γd,V :“ homΓd
X
pV, ¨q, SdV :“ homΓd
X
p¨, V ˚q˚.
Let us set Γd “ Γd,k and ΓdΠ “ Γ
d,k0|1 in PolId, while in the category Pol
II
d we write Γ
d “ Γd,C1 and
ΓdΠ “ Γ
d,ΠC1 . There is clearly an even isomorphism Γd » ΓdΠ of objects in Pol
II
d , since ΠC1 » C1
in ΓdQ. Notice that Γ
1 “ I, Γ1Π “ Π in both Pol
I
d and Pol
II
d . The objects S
d and SdΠ in Pol
I
d, Pol
II
d
are defined in a similar way.
We recall that the Kuhn dual of T P Pol:d (: “ I, II) is the object T
# P Pol:d which is defined
so that T#pV q “ T pV ˚q˚ for all V P ΓdX (X “ M, Q). Cleary, we have a canonical isomorphism
Sd » pΓdq# (14)
of objects in Pol:d.
We may also form the tensor product of polynomial superfunctors. Suppose given nonnegative
integers d and e. Then, as in (11), the embedding Sd ˆSe ãÑ Sd`e induces an embedding
Γd`eM ãÑ ΓdM b ΓeM (15)
for any M P svec. We may also consider the categories ΓdM b Γ
e
M, Γ
d
Q b Γ
e
Q whose objects are the
same as sveck, smodC1 and whose morphisms are of the form
homΓd
M
pM,Nq b homΓe
M
pM,Nq, homΓd
Q
pV,W q b homΓe
Q
pV,W q
respectively for M,N P sveck and V,W P smodC1. Here, we assume that the composition of
morphisms obeys the usual rule of signs conventions as in (1).
One may show that (15) yields embeddings of categories
Γ
d`e
M ãÑ Γ
d
M b Γ
e
M, Γ
d`e
Q ãÑ Γ
d
Q b Γ
e
Q. (16)
Then, as in Section 2.1, (16) yields induced bifunctors:
´b´ : Pol:d ˆ Pol
:
e Ñ Pol
:
d`e.
For example, if we let α P pZě0q
n, then we have objects
Sα “ Sα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Sαn , Γα “ Γα1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γαn
which belong to Pol:d p: “ I, IIq, where d “ |α|. Also, we have the objects I
bd “ I b ¨ ¨ ¨ b I
and Πbd “ Πb ¨ ¨ ¨ b Π which belong to PolId. Since 1 : ΠÑ I is an odd Svec-enriched natural
transformation, we have an isomorphism
1bd : Πbd – Ibd (17)
which is an odd (resp. even) morphism if d is odd (resp. even).
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Notice that the canonical embedding ∆ : ΓdM ãÑ Mbd and surjection m : Mbd ։ SdM of
superspaces induce even morphisms
∆ : Γd ãÑ Ibd and m : Ibd ։ Sd, (18)
respectively. It follows from (17) and (18) that we have even morphisms:
∆Π : Γ
d
Π ãÑ I
bd and mΠ : I
bd
։ SdΠ, (19)
where
∆Π “
#
∆ if d is even,
Π ˝∆ if d is odd,
and mΠ “
#
m if d is even,
Π ˝m if d is odd.
Also, for any any α P pZě0q
n, set
ΓαΠ :“ Γ
α1
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γ
αn
Π , S
α
Π :“ S
α1
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S
αn
Π .
Then, by some more abuse of notation, we also have canonical even morphisms: ∆Π : Γ
α
Π ãÑ I
b|α|
and mΠ : I
b|α|
։ SαΠ, given by taking the tensor products of the canonical maps (19).
3.2. Schur and Weyl superfunctors. We now proceed to construct super analogues of the
Schur and Weyl functors. As we will see in Proposition 3.2.4 below, the image of a Schur
superfunctor is canonically isomorphic to a corresponding Schur complex.
Suppose now that µ Ă λ are partitions and |λ| ´ |µ| “ d. Let us write Xλ{µ “ Xλ´µ, for
X “ Γ, S, respectively. We then define an Svec-enriched natural transformation θˆλ{µ : Γ
λ1{µ1
Π Ñ
Sλ{µ as the composition of morphisms
Γ
λ1{µ1
Π
∆ΠÝÝÝÑ Ibd
σλ{µ
ÝÝÝÑ Ibd
m
ÝÝÑ Sλ{µ,
where the action of σλ{µ on I
bd is induced by the action of Sd on the superspace M
bd, for any
M P ΓdX (X “ M, Q), respectively.
Recall the restriction functor, ResC,d : Pol
I
d Ñ Pol
II
d , induced by the forgetful functor, FC,d :
Γ
d
Q Ñ Γ
d
M, described above.
Definition 3.2.1. The Schur superfunctor, pSλ{µ “ pSIλ{µ, of type I is the polynomial superfunctor
defined by setting pSλ{µpMq equal to the image of the map θˆλ{µpMq for any M P ΓdM. The Schur
superfunctor of type II is defined by restriction: pSII
λ{µ “ ResC,dp
pSλ{µq.
We may also define an Svec-enriched natural transformation θˇλ{µ : Γ
λ1{µ1 Ñ S
λ{µ
Π as the
composition
Γλ
1{µ1 ∆ÝÝÑ Ibd
σλ1{µ1
ÝÝÝÝÑ Ibd
mΠÝÝÝÑ S
λ{µ
Π ,
where each map is defined in a similar way to the above.
Definition 3.2.2. The Weyl (or co-Schur) superfunctor, xWλ{µ “ xW Iλ{µ, of type I is defined by
setting xW I
λ{µpMq equal to the image of θˇλ{µpMq, and the Weyl superfunctor of type II is given
by: xW II
λ{µ “ ResC,dp
xWλ{µq.
Remark 3.2.3. Notice that the polynomial superfunctors Π and I are both canonically iso-
morphic to their own Kuhn duals. It is also not difficult to check that pS b T q# is canonically
isomorphic to S# b T# for all S, T P PolI
k
. It then follows from the definition of the morphisms
θˆλ{µ and θˇλ{µ and from (14) that there is a canonical isomorphismxWλ1{µ1 » ppSλ{µq#
which is analogous to the usual duality between Schur andWeyl functors (cf. [ABW, Prop. II.4.1]).
For this reason, we consider only Schur superfunctors in the remainder.
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Proposition 3.2.4. Suppose M P ΓdM. Then there is a canonical isomorphism
SCλ{µpM0, M1 q – pSλ{µpMq
of vector spaces. Furthermore, there are natural isomorphismspSλ{µpM0q – Sλ{µpM0q and pSλ{µpM1q –Wλ{µpM1q,
where Sλ{µ, Wλ{µ are the ordinary Schur and Weyl functors respectively.
Proof. The first statement follows by comparing the definitions of the natural transformations
θsc
λ{µ and θˆλ{µ. The second part then follows from the isomorphisms given in (12) above. 
3.3. The Standard Basis Theorem. Let us introduce the relevant tableaux with which we
shall need to work. Let Z be a Z2-graded set Z “ Z0 \Z1. Assume Z has a total order, ă. A
tableaux, t, of shape λ{µ with values in Z is a function t : △λ{µ Ñ Z. Let TabZpλ{µq denote
the set of all Z-valued tableaux.
Definition 3.3.1. Suppose t P TabZpλ{µq.
1. The tableau t is called row standard (resp. row costandard) if the entries in each row are
nondecreasing and repeated entries, if any, occur only among values in Z0 (resp. Z1).
2. It is called column standard (resp. column costandard) if the columns are nondecreasing
and any repeated entries occur among the Z1 (resp. Z0).
3. The tableau t is called standard if it is both row standard and column standard, and it
is called costandard if it is both row costandard and column costandard.
SupposeM P svec, and let X “ pX1, . . . ,Xmq (resp. Y “ pY1, . . . , Ynq) be an ordered basis of
M0 (resp. M1). Then we fix some total order on the union Z “ X \Y “ pZ1, . . . , Zm`nq which
preserves the respective orderings in X and Y. This gives a Z2-graded set with Z0 “ X , Z1 “ Y.
Now, since we are dealing the Schur superfunctors, we will also need to consider the vector su-
perspace ΠM with basis Zπ “ tΠZ1, . . . ,ΠZm`nu, which is again totally ordered by the indices.
Then Zπ is a Z2-graded set with pZπq0 “ tΠY1, . . . ,ΠYnu and pZπq1 “ tΠX1, . . . ,ΠXmu.
In working with tableaux, it will be more convenient to deal with an indexing set in place of
the basis Z. Let us consider the set rm ` ns “ rm ` nsZ “ t1, . . . ,m ` nu as a Z2-graded set
with rm` nsε “ t1 ď k ď m : |Zk| “ εu, for ε P Z2, and with the usual total order on integers.
It is clear that Tabrm`nspλ{µq is in bijection with TabZpλ{µq, and this bijection preserves row
(co)standardness and column (co)standardness of tableaux.
For any t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq, let wptq P Ipm|n, dq denote the reading word of t obtained by
reading entries from left to right and top to bottom. I.e., wptq “ pw1, w2, . . . , wdq with w1 “
tp1, µ1`1q, w2 “ tp1, µ1`2q, . . . , wd “ tpq, λqq, where q “ lpλq. Note that this gives a bijection
wp q : Tabrm`nspλ{µq
„
Ñ Ipm|n, dq
if d “ |λ{µ|.
Now fix a tableau t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq. Recalling the notation of Section 1.4, we introduce the
following notation for elements
Zpt
iq “ Zpwpt
iqq P Γλi´µiM and Z t
i
“ Zwpt
iq PMbλi´µi .
If q “ lpλq and d “ |λ{µ|, then we further write
Zptq “ Zpt
1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Zpt
qq P Γλ{µ and Z t “ Z t
1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Z t
q
P Mbd.
Now we may also use tableaux in Tabrm`nspλ{µq to parametrize elements of Γ
λ{µ
Π M and pΠMq
bd.
I.e., we set
Z
ptiq
Π “ pΠZq
pwptiqq P Γλi´µiΠ M and Z
ti
Π “ pΠZq
wptiq P pΠMqbλi´µi ,
and we further write
Z tΠ “ Z
t1
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Z
tq
Π P pΠMq
bd, Z
ptq
Π “ Z
pt1q
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Z
ptqq
Π P Γ
λ{µ
Π .
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It follows from Section 1.4 that the set of Zptq such that t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq is row standard
(resp. row costandard) forms a basis of Γλ{µM (resp. Γ
λ{µ
Π M). Also, it is clear that the sets
tZ tu and tZ tΠu, such that t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq, give bases for M
bd and pΠMqbd, respectively.
Definition 3.3.2. Let Z be a Z2-graded set with a total order, z1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă zr, of its elements.
Suppose t P TabZpλ{µq, and let p, q be positive integers. Define tp,q to be the number of times
the elements z1, . . . , zq appear as entries in the first p rows of t. More precisely, tp,q is equal to
the cardinality of tpi, jq P △λ{µ : 1 ď i ď p and tpi, jq P tz1, . . . , zquu. If s is another tableau,
we say s Ĳ t if sp,q ě tp,q for all p, q. We say s Ÿ t if s Ĳ t and sp,q ą tp,q for at least one pair
p, q.
Remark 3.3.3. The above puts a quasi-order on the set TabZpλ{µq: Ĳ is reflexive and tran-
sitive, but we may have t Ĳ s and s Ĳ t with s ‰ t. We do however obtain a genuine partial
order by restricting either to the set of all row (co)standard tableaux, or to the set of all column
(co)standard tableaux, of shape λ{µ.
Notice that the definition of the quasi-order above depends only on the total order, ă, of Z
and not on its Z2-grading. The statement and proof of the following lemma are thus essentially
the same as given in Lemma II.2.14 of [ABW].
Lemma 3.3.4. Let t P TabZpλ{µq, and let s be the tableau, also of shape λ{µ, formed by
exchanging certain entries from the k-th row of t, say tpk, h1q, . . . , tpk, hαq, with certain entries
from the pk ` 1q-st row of t, say tpk ` 1, l1q, . . . , tpk ` 1, lαq, such that tpk ` 1, lνq ă tpk, hνq,
for ν “ 1, . . . , α. More precisely, for pi, jq R tpk, h1q, . . . , pk, hαq, pk ` 1, l1q, . . . pk ` 1, lαqu,
spi, jq “ tpi, jq, but spk, hνq “ tpk ` 1, lνq and spk ` 1, lνq “ tpk, hνq, for ν “ 1, . . . , α. Then
sŸ t.
Now suppose α1, . . . , αr P Z8` , and let α “
ř
αi, so that αj “ α
1
j ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` α
r
j for j “ 1, . . . , r.
Then there is a canonical even morphism
Sα
1
b Sα
2
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Sα
r
։ Sα, (20)
which is given by first applying iterations of the super twists followed by iterations of the
multiplication.
Lemma 3.3.5. The natural transformation θˆλ1{µ1 can be factored as follows:
Γλ1´µ1Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γ
λi´µi
Π b Γ
λi`1´µi`1
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γ
λq´µq
Π
α
ÝÑ Γλ1´µ1Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S
pλi,λi`1q1{pµi,µi`1q1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Γ
λq´µq
Π
β
ÝÑ Spλ1,...,λi´1q
1{pµ1,...,µi´1q
1
b Spλi,λi`1q
1{pµi,µi`1q
1
b Spλi`2,...,λqq
1{pµi`2,...,µqq
1
γ
ÝÑ Sλ
1{µ1 ,
where α is the map 1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b θˆpλi,λi`1q{pµi,µi`1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1, β is the map θˆpλ1,...,λi´1q{pµ1,...,µi´1q b
1b θˆpλi`2,...,λnq{pµi`2,...,µnq, and γ is the map
Sα
1
b Sα
2
b Sα
3
։ Sλ
1{µ1
given by (20) with α1 “ pλ1, . . . , λi´1q
1 ´ pµ1, . . . , µi´1q
1, α2 “ pλi, λi`1q
1 ´ pµi, µi`1q
1 and
α3 “ pλi`2, . . . , λnq
1 ´ pµi`2, . . . , µnq
1.
We wish to define a natural transformation, ♦λ{µ, whose image lies in Γ
λ{µ
Π and such thatpSλ1{µ1 » Γλ{µΠ L Im♦λ{µ.
By the above lemma, we may reduce to the case where λ “ pλ1, λ2q and µ “ pµ1, µ2q. Now if
µ1 ě λ2, then S
λ1{µ1 – Mbd, where d “ λ1 ` λ2 ´ µ1 ´ µ2. In this case, θˆλ{µ : Γ
λ{µ
Π Ñ M
bd
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is just the canonical embedding, and we have an isomorphism pSλ{µ – Γλ{µΠ . Hence, we may
further reduce to the case where µ “ pµ1, µ2q Ă pλ1, λ2q “ λ, with µ1 ă λ2.
Definition 3.3.6. Let M P svec, and suppose µ Ă λ are arbitrary partitions with lpλq “ q.
Suppose also that 1 ď i ď q´1, and let u, v be nonnegative integers such that u`v ă λi`1´µi.
Then we define a map ♦ipλ{µ, u, v;Mq as the composition`
ΓuΠ b Γ
p1´u`p2´v
Π b Γ
v
Π
˘
pMq
1b∆b1
ÝÝÝÝÑ
`
ΓuΠ b Γ
p1´u
Π b Γ
p2´v
Π b Γ
v
Π
˘
pMq
mbm
ÝÝÝÝÑ
`
Γp1Π b Γ
p2
Π
˘
pMq,
where p1 “ λi´µi, p2 “ λi`1´µi`1 and ∆ is the appropriate component of the comultiplication
in Γ¨pΠMq, while m denotes multiplication. We then define the map ♦λ{µpMq to be the sum
of all these maps, i.e.,
♦λ{µpMq “
q´1ÿ
i“1
ÿ
u,v
11 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1i´1 b♦ipλ{µ, u, v;Mq b 1i`2 ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1n,
where the inner sum is over pairs u, v such that 0 ď u ` v ă λi`1 ´ µi. This defines an Svec-
enriched natural transformation, ♦λ{µ, whose image lies in Γ
λ{µ
Π .
Suppose now that M P svec with ordered basis Z “ Z0\Z1 “ pZ1, . . . , Zm`nq as above. We
have the following.
Lemma 3.3.7 (Straightening Law). Suppose that t P TabZpλ{µq is row costandard, but not
costandard. Then there are row costandard tableaux tl P TabZpλ{µq such that tl ‰ t with tl Ÿ t
and Z
ptq
Π `
ř
l ClZ
ptlq
Π P Im ♦λ{µpMq for some integers Cl.
Proof. Suppose first that lpλq “ 2. Then there is a column j such that either:
tp1, jq ą tp2, jq, or tp1, jq, tp2, jq P rm` ns1 and tp1, jq “ tp2, jq.
Let j0 denote the minimal such j with this property.
Now set u “ j0 ´ µ1 ´ 1 and v “ λ2 ´ j0. Let us also write pi “ λi ´ µi for i “ 1, 2. If we let
g1, . . . , gp1 (resp. h1, . . . , hp2) denote the entries in the first (resp. second) row, then the tableau
t has the form
✦
✦
✦
✦
h1 ¨ ¨ ¨
g1 ¨ ¨ ¨ gu gu`1 “ gj0´µ1 ¨ ¨ ¨
hj0´µ2 “ hp2´v hp2´v`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ hp2´v`r ¨ ¨ ¨
gp1
where r is the largest nonnegative integer such that: hp2´v “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ hp2´v`r. Recall from Section
1.4 that ΓuΠpMq b Γ
p1´u`p2´v`r
Π pMq b Γ
v´r
Π pMq has a basis of elements of the form
Z
pa,b,cq
Π “ Z
paq
Π b Z
pbq
Π b Z
pcq
Π ,
for standardized sequences a, b, c P Ipm|nq such that lpaq “ u, lpbq “ p1 ` p2 ´ u´ v ` r, and
lpcq “ v ´ r. Let us fix the sequences a, b, c determined by setting
aj “ tp1, jq, µ1 ` 1 ď j ă j0; cj “ tp2, jq, j0 ` r ` 1 ď λ2 ă j0; and
bj “
#
tp1, jq, j0 ď j ď λ1
tp2, jq, µ2 ` 1 ď j ă j0 ` r.
The fact that a, c are Zπ-restricted follows immediately from the fact that t is row costandard.
On the other hand, one may check that b is Zπ-restricted by using the row-constandardness
of t together with the fact that hp2´v´1 ď gu, with hp2´v “ gu`1 only if both gu and hp2´v´1
belong to rm` ns1.
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We now wish to show that ♦1pλ{µ, u, v;MqpZ
pa,b,cq
Π q contains the basis element Z
ptq
Π as a
summand with coefficient 1, and all other nonzero summands correspond to row costandard
tableaux occuring before t in the order Ĳ. From Lemma 1.4.1.(i), we have
♦1pλ{µ, u, v;MqpZ
pa,b,cq
Π q “
ÿ
stZ pb
1_b2q“b
Z
paq
Π ˇ Z
pb1q
Π b Z
pb2q
Π ˇ Z
pcq
Π
where the sum ranges over pairs of standardized sequences b1, b2. To each pair b1, b2, with
stZpb
1_b2q “ b, there corresponds a unique tableau tpb1, b2q of shape λ{µ such that wptpb1, b2qq “
stpa_ b1q _ stpb2 _ cq. Hence, from Lemma 1.4.1.(ii) we have
Z
paq
Π ˇ Z
pb1q
Π b Z
pb2q
Π ˇ Z
pcq
Π “ Cpb
1, b2q Z
pa_b1q
Π b Z
pb2_cq
Π “ ˘Cpb
1, b2q Z
ptpb1,b2qq
Π ,
for some nonnegative integer Cpb1, b2q. If stpa _ b1q and stpb2 _ cq are both Zπ-restricted,
then tpb1, b2q is row costandard and Cpb1, b2q ą 0. Otherwise, we have Z
ptpb1,b2qq
Π “ 0. Now
there is exactly one pair 9b
1
, 9b
2
such that t “ tp 9b
1
, 9b
2
q. Furthermore, all of the other tableaux
tpb1, b2q ‰ t are obtained from t by the type of exchange described in Lemma 3.3.4, so that
tpb1, b2q Ÿ t.
It thus remains to show that Z
ptq
Π occurs as a summand with coefficient Cp
9b
1
, 9b
2
q “ 1. We
claim that gu ă gu`1. Suppose not. Then gu “ gu`1 P rm ` ns1, since t is row costandard.
The fact that j0 was chosen to be minimal implies that gu ď hp2´v´1 ď hp2´v ď gu`1, with
gu “ hp2´v´1 only if gu, hp2´v´1 P rm ` ns0, a contradiction. On the other hand, it follows by
the definition of r that hp2´v`r ă hp2´v`r`1. Hence, we have that Impaq X Imp
9b
1
q “ H and
Imp 9b
2
qX Impcq “ H. It then follows from Lemma 1.4.1.(ii) that the coefficient of Z
ptq
Π is 1. This
completes the proof when lpλq “ 2.
Now suppose lpλq ą 2. Since t is not costandard, there must be some pair pi, jq, pi ` 1, jq P
△λ{µ such that tpi, jq ą tpi`1, jq, or such that tpi, jq “ tpi`1, jq and tpi, jq, tpi`1, jq P rm`ns1.
We may then apply the above argument to the tableau t¯ which consists of i-th and pi ` 1q-
st rows of t. Since the maps ♦ipλ{µ, u, v;MqpZ
pa,b,cq
Π q do not affect the other rows of t, we
may again obtain row costandard tableaux tl Ÿ t such that t `
ř
Cltl P Im ♦ipλ{µ, u, v;Mq Ă
Im ♦λ{µpMq. 
Corollary 3.3.8. The cosets of the elements Z
ptq
Π , indexed by costandard tableaux t P TabZpλ{µq,
span the superspace Γ
λ{µ
Π pMq
L
Im ♦λ{µpMq.
Proof. It is clear that the set of cosets, Z
ptq
Π ` Im ♦λ{µpMq, corresponding to row costandard
t P TabZpλ{µq, generates Γ
λ{µ
Π pMq
L
Im ♦λ{µpMq. The Corollary then follows from Lemma 3.3.7
by induction. 
Proposition 3.3.9. There is an embedding Im ♦λ{µ ãÑ Ker θˆλ1{µ1 in the category pPol
I
dqev.
Proof. Let M P svec. It suffices to show that Im ♦λ{µpMq Ă Ker θˆλ{µpMq. By Lemma 3.3.5
and the definition of ♦λ{µpMq, we may assume that lpλq “ 2. Then suppose we are given
standardized a, b, c P Ipm|nq which are Zπ-restricted with lpaq “ u, lpbq “ p1` p2´ u´ v, and
lpcq “ v, where p1 “ λ1 ´ µ1, p2 “ λ2 ´ µ2 and u` v ă λ2 ´ µ1. Then there is a corresponding
basis element
Z
pa,b,cq
Π “ Z
paq
Π b Z
pbq
Π b Z
pcq
Π P Γ
u
ΠpMq b Γ
p1´u`p2´v
Π pMq b Γ
v
ΠpMq.
We must show that the composition θˆλ{µ ˝♦λ{µpMqpZ
pa,b,cq
Π q “ 0.
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Using Lemma 1.4.1, (10) and (9), respectively, one may check that
∆Π ˝♦λ{µpMqpZ
pa,b,cq
Π q “
ÿ
b1,b2
sgnZpipb
1; b2q ∆ΠpZ
paq
Π ˇ Z
pb1q
Π q b∆ΠpZ
pb2q
Π ˇ Z
pcq
Π q
“
ÿ
b1,b2
ÿ
σ
sgnZpipb
1; b2q
“
∆ΠpZ
paq
Π q b∆ΠpZ
pb1q
Π q
‰
.σ b
“
∆ΠpZ
pb2q
Π q b∆ΠpZ
pcq
Π q
‰
.σ1
“
ÿ
b1,b2
ÿ
ρ,ρ1
sgnZpipb
1; b2q Za_b
1
.ρ b Zb
2_c.ρ1, (21)
summing over all pairs of standardized sequences b1, b2 such that lpb1q “ p1´ u, lpb
2q “ p2´ v
and stpb1_b2q “ b, over all pairs of permutations σ P Sp1{SuˆSp1´u and σ
1 P Sp2{Sp2´vˆSv,
and over all pairs ρ P Sp1{Sa ˆSb1 and ρ
1 P Sp2{Sb2 ˆSc, respectively.
Now let tpb1, b2; ρ, ρ1q denote the tableau of shape λ{µ whose first row equals pa_ b1q.ρ and
with second row pb2 _ cq.ρ1. Let us also consider the map θ¯λ{µ : Γ
λ{µ
Π M ÑM
bd defined as the
composition
Γ
λ{µ
Π
∆ΠÝÝÑ Ibd
σλ{µ
ÝÝÑ Ibd,
which is the first part of the composition forming the natural transformation θˆλ{µ : Γ
λ{µ
Π Ñ
Sλ
1{µ1 . Note that θˆλ{µpMq “ m ˝ θ¯λ{µpMq where m denotes tensor product of multiplications in
S¨M .
Since u`v ă λ2´µ1, it follows that, for each t “ tpb
1, b2; ρ, ρ1q, there exists a pair p1, jq, p2, jq P
△λ{µ such that tp1, jq, tp2, jq both come from entries of b. Let ˇ denote the minimal such j. We
then define an involution on the set of all tpb1, b2; ρ, ρ1q given by t ÞÑ tˇ “ tˇpbˇ
1
, bˇ
2
; ρˇ, ρˇ1q, where tˇ
is the tableau obtained from t by interchanging the entries in the p1, ˇq and p2, ˇq positions.
For each tableau t “ tpb1, b2; ρ, ρ1q as above, let us denote
sgnπpb
1, b2; ρ, ρ1q :“ sgnZpipb
1, b2q ˆ sgnZpipa_ b
1; ρq ˆ sgnZpipb
2 _ c; ρ1q.
From (5) and (21), it then remains to show that the identity
sgnπpb
1, b2; ρ, ρ1qmpZ t. σλ{µq ` sgnπpbˇ
1
, bˇ
2
; ρˇ, ρˇ1qmpZ tˇ. σλ{µq “ 0
holds for each t “ tpb1, b2; ρ, ρ1q, and this may be checked directly by computation. 
Let M P svec with sdimpMq “ m|n, and fix a totally ordered Z2-homogenous basis Z of M .
Also write rm` ns “ rm` nsZ as above.
Theorem 3.3.10 (Standard Basis Theorem for Schur Superfunctors). Let µ Ă λ be partitions
such that |λ{µ| “ d. The images θˆλ1{µ1pZ
ptq
Π q of elements indexed by costandard tableaux, t P
Tabrm`nspλ{µq, are linearly independent and form a basis of pSλ1{µ1M . Moreover, we have an
even isomorphism pSλ1{µ1 » Γλ{µΠ LIm ♦λ{µ
in the category PolId.
Proof. It follows from the definition of pSλ{µ, Corollary 3.3.8, and Proposition 3.3.9 that there
is a surjective map
Γ
λ{µ
Π
L
Im ♦λ{µ ։ pSλ1{µ1
in the category PolId. Hence, the isomorphism will follow once we prove that θˆλ1{µ1pZ
ptq
Π q, with t
costandard, are linearly independent in pSλ1{µ1pMq.
To show linear independence, recall the surjection m :Mbd ։ Sλ
1{µ1M . Then the set of all
Zpsq :“ mpZ
sq P SdM,
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such that s P Tabrm`nspλ
1{µ1q is row standard, forms a basis of Sλ
1{µ1M . It follows from Remark
3.3.3 that Ĳ gives a total order on these row-standard s.
Now given any tableau t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq, we let t
1 P Tabrm`nspλ
1{µ1q denote the tableau
of conjugate shape λ1{µ1 obtained by setting t1pi, jq “ tpj, iq for all pi, jq P △λ1{µ1 . Clearly,
t P Tabrm`nspλ{µq is costandard if and only if t
1 is standard. Furthermore, notice that
Zs.σλ1{µ1 “ sgnpt, σλ1{µ1qZ
s1 PMbd,
for any s P Tabrm`nspλ{µq, and the smallest element occurring in θˆλ1{µ1pZ
ptqq with respect to
the above order, Ĳ, is
Zpt1q P S
λ1{µ1M.
This follows, since the action of the map ∆ΠpMq is given explicitly by
∆ΠpMq.Z
ptq
Π “
ÿ
σPSλ{St
sgnπpt;σqZ
t.σ
where St “ St1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆStq Ă Sλ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆSλq “ Sλ. Now there is exactly one coset in Sλ{St
which fixes Z tΠ. Every other representative σ P Sλ{St must put bigger elements of t to earlier
columns. Therefore, for such σ we obtain later elements Zppt.σq1q, with respect to the order Ĳ in
Sλ
1{µ1M .
Moreover, one sees immediately that Zpt1q occurs in θˆλ1{µ1pZ
ptqq with coefficient ˘1. It is also
obvious that the initial elements Zpt1q are different for different costandard tableaux t. This
proves that the images θˆλ1{µ1pZ
ptqq corresponding to costandard t are linearly independent. 
We next wish to provide a standard basis for the evaluation of the Schur superfunctor pS II
λ{µ
at a supermodule M P smodC1.
Let Urp1q P smodC1 denote the Clifford superalgebra, C1, considered as a supermodule over
itself via right multiplication. Since C1 is a simple superalgebra, the supermodule Urp1q is
irreducible. Recall from [Ax, Ex. 2.6] that for every V P smodC1 there is a C1-supermodule
isomorphism
V » Urp1q
n “ Urp1q
‘n
for some n ě 0, so that sdimpV q “ n|n.
Now fix V P smodC1. Then, as a vector superspace, we havepS IIλ{µpV q “ ResC,dppSλ{µqpV q “ pSλ{µpFC,dpV qq.
As above, we choose a totally ordered Z2-homogeneous basis Z of the superspace FC,dpV q,
and let rn ` ns “ rn ` nsZ . We again denote basis elements of Γ
λ{µ
Π pFCpV qq by Z
ptq
Π , for row
costandard t P Tabrn`nspλ{µq.
As a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3.10, we now have the following.
Corollary 3.3.11 (Standard Basis for Schur Superfunctors of Type II). The images θˆ II
λ1{µ1pZ
ptq
Π q
of elements indexed by costandard tableaux, t P Tabrn`nspλ{µq, form a basis of pS IIλ1{µ1M , where
θˆ II
λ1{µ1 : Γ
λ1{µ1
Π Ñ S
λ{µ denotes the even morphism in PolIId formed by composition of θˆλ1{µ1 with
the functor FC,d : Γ
d
Q Ñ Γ
d
M.
4. Filtrations of Bisuperfunctors
In this section, we consider filtrations of the superspaces, pSλ{µpM ‘ Nq, for any given pair
M,N P svec. This leads naturally to a filtration of Schur bisuperfunctors.
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4.1. Strict polynomial bisuperfunctors. Let ΓdMˆM “ Γ
dpsvecˆsvecq be the category with the
same objects as svecˆ svec, i.e. pairs pM,Nq of finite dimensional superspaces, and morphisms
homΓd
MˆM
`
pM,Nq, pM 1, N 1q
˘
“
à
e`f“d
homΓe
M
pM,M 1q b hom
Γ
f
M
pN,N 1q.
Here, the composition of morphisms in ΓdMˆM is given using the rule of signs convention (as in
(1)). We then define the category biPolId of strict polynomial bisuperfunctors to be the category
of all even k-linear functors T : ΓdMˆM Ñ svec. One may also define categories Γ
d
QˆQ and biPol
II
d
in a similar way.
Now suppose S P PolIe, T P Pol
I
f . Then we define the external tensor product S b T : Γ
e`f
MˆM Ñ
svec to be the bifunctor which acts on objects pM,Nq P Γe`fMˆM by
pS b T qpM,Nq “ SpMq b T pNq.
Suppose e1, f 1 is another pair of nonnegative integers such that e ` f “ e1 ` f 1, and let ϕ1 P
Γe
1
HompM,Nq, ϕ2 P Γ
f 1HompM,Nq. Then, we set
pS b T qpϕ1 b ϕ2q “
#
Spϕ1q b T pϕ2q if e
1 “ e, f 1 “ f
0 otherwise.
Clearly, we have S b T P biPolIe`f .
Notice also that there is a functor ΓdMˆM Ñ Γ
d
M given by sending pM,Nq ÞÑM ‘N . The action
on morphisms is given by the embedding
homΓd
MˆM
`
pM,Nq, pM 1, N 1q
˘
ãÑ homΓd
M
pM ‘N,M 1 ‘N 1q,
which comes from the exponential property (7) for Γdp q. This induces a functor bi : PolId Ñ
biPol
I
d, where T
bipM,Nq “ T pM ‘ Nq. In a completely analogous way, we may also define a
functor bi : PolIId Ñ biPol
II
d .
4.2. Schur bisuperfunctors. In the remainder of this section, we will study decompositions
of the strict polynomial bisuperfunctors ppSλ{µqbi and ppS IIλ{µqbi.
We denote the lexicographic order on sequences in Z8` by ĺ. Thus, if α, β P Z
8
` , then α ĺ β
if α “ β or if there exists some 1 ď i ă 8 such that α1 “ β1, . . . , αi “ βi and αi`1 ă βi`1. This
total order restricts to an order on partitions which is clearly consistent with the partial order
of inclusion; i.e. if µ Ă λ, then µ ĺ λ.
If we consider ΠM , ΠN in place of M,N P svec, then recall from (7) that we have an
embedding
Γd1ΠM b Γ
d2
Π N ãÑ Γ
d1`d2
Π pM ‘Nq (22)
given by mapping x b y ÞÑ x ˇ y. It follows for any partitions µ Ă ξ Ă λ that we have a
corresponding embedding
Γ
ξ{µ
Π pMq b Γ
λ{ξ
Π pNq ãÑ Γ
λ{µ
Π pM ‘Nq (23)
given by tensoring embeddings of the form (22). Notice that this further gives an Svec-enriched
natural transformation: Γ
ξ{µ
Π b Γ
λ{ξ
Π Ñ pΓ
λ{µ
Π q
bi.
Definition 4.2.1. Suppose µ Ă ξ Ă λ are partitions such that |λ{µ| “ d. Let us define
polynomial bisuperfunctorsKξ “ KξpΓ
λ{µ
Π q and
9Kξ “ 9KξpΓ
λ{µ
Π q as the images of the morphismsà
µĂνĂλ,
νĺξ
Γ
ν{µ
Π b Γ
λ{ν
Π Ñ pΓ
λ{µ
Π q
bi,
à
µĂνĂλ,
νăξ
Γ
ν{µ
Π b Γ
λ{ν
Π Ñ pΓ
λ{µ
Π q
bi,
respectively. Then Kξ and 9Kξ define objects in the category biPolId of strict polynomial bisu-
perfunctors.
Note for example that we have 9KξpM,Nq “
ř
νăξK
νpM,Nq for any M,N P svec.
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Definition 4.2.2. With the same assumptions as in the previous definition, we define polyno-
mial bisuperfunctors, Lξ “ LξpppSλ{µqbiq and 9Lξ “ 9LξpppSλ{µqbiq, by setting
LξpM,Nq “ θˆλ{µ
`
KξpM,Nq
˘
and 9LξpM,Nq “ θˆλ{µ
`
9KξpM,Nq
˘
,
for all M,N P svec. Then Lξ and 9Lξ are also objects in biPol
I
d.
Now letM,N P svec. Suppose sdimpMq “ m|n and sdimpNq “ m1|n1. Let us write r “ m`n,
s “ m1`n1. Let Z “ tZ1, . . . , Zru and Z
1 “ tZ 11, . . . , Z
1
su be Z2-homogeneous bases ofM and N ,
respectively, which are ordered as indicated by their indices. If we writeWj “ Zj for j “ 1, . . . , r
andWr`k “ Z
1
k for k “ 1, . . . , s, thenW “ Z\Z
1 “ tW1, . . . ,Wr`su is an ordered homogeneous
basis of M ‘N . Let us introduce an indexing set for W. Denote by rr ` ss “ rr ` ssW the set
t1, . . . , r ` su, with Z2-grading
rr ` ssε “ t1 ď i ď r ` s : |Wi| “ εu, for ε P Z2,
and with the usual ordering of integers. Let t P Tabrr`sspλ{µq, and define the M -part of t to be
the sequence κptq in pZě0q
8 such that κptqi= µi ` the number of elements of t1, . . . , ru in the
i-th row of t. If t is costandard, then κptq is a partition such that µ Ă κptq Ă λ.
Lemma 4.2.3 ([ABW], Lemma II.4.4). Let s, t P Tabrr`sspλ{µq with s Ĳ t. Then κpsq ľ κptq.
We consider the subsets rrs “ t1, . . . , ru and rs1s “ tr ` 1, . . . , r ` su as ordered Z2-graded
subsets of rr ` ss. Suppose ξ is a partition such that µ Ă ξ Ă λ. If s P Tabrrspξ{µq and
t P Tabrs1spλ{ξq, then define the double tableau, s|t P Tabrr`sspλ{µq, by setting
ps|tqpi, jq “
#
spi, jq if µi ă j ď ξi
tpi, jq if ξi ă j ď λi
for all pi, jq P △λ{µ. Clearly if s, t are row (resp. column) costandard, then so is s|t.
We will use notation similar to the previous section for the elements of Γ
λ{µ
Π pM ‘Nq. I.e., if
t P Tabrr`sspλ{µq, then we write
W
ptiq
Π “ pΠW q
pwptiqq, for 1 ď i ď q, and W
ptq
Π “W
pt1q
Π b ¨ ¨ ¨ bW
ptqq
Π
where q “ lpλq. If s P Tabrrspξ{µq and t P Tabrs1spλ{ξq, then let us write W
psq
Π ˇ W
ptq
Π “
˘W
ps1q
Π ˇW
pt1q
Π b¨ ¨ ¨ bW
psqq
Π ˇW
ptqq
Π , where the coefficient ˘1 is determined as usual by the rule
of signs. Then notice that the embedding (29) sends
W
psq
Π bW
ptq
Π ÞÑW
psq
Π ˇW
ptq
Π “ ˘W
ps|tq
Π ,
since Impsq X Imptq “ H. It follows from our definitions that W
ps|tq
Π P K
ξpM,Nq. Furthermore,
the set of all W
ps|tq
Π corresponding to row costandard s P Tabrrspν{µq, t P Tabrs1spλ{νq, such that
ν ĺ ξ (resp. ν ă ξ), gives a basis for KξpM,Nq (resp. 9KξpM,Nq).
Proposition 4.2.4. The canonical morphism Γ
ξ{µ
Π b Γ
λ{ξ
Π Ñ K
ξ induces a morphismpSξ{µ b pSλ{ξ Ñ Lξ{ 9Lξ
in the category pPolIdqev.
Proof. For each pair M,N P svec, we must show that there exists a map, ψ “ ψξpM,Nq, which
makes the following diagram commute:
Γ
ξ{µ
Π M b Γ
λ{ξ
Π N
θˆξ{µb θˆλ{ξ

´ˇ´
// KξpM,Nq
θˆλ{µp¨‘ ¨q
pSξ{µM b pSλ{ξN
ψ
// LξpM,Nq{ 9LξpM,Nq
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We may use Theorem 3.3.10 to identify pSξ{µM with the cokernel of the map ♦ξ{µpMq, andpSλ{ξN with the cokernel of ♦λ{ξpNq. In order to prove the existence of ψ it thus suffices to
show that
Imp♦λ{ξpMqq ˇ Γ
ξ{µ
Π pNq ` Γ
λ{ξ
Π pMq ˇ Imp♦ξ{µpNqq
is contained in
J “ 9KξpM,Nq ` Imp♦λ{µpM ‘Nqq.
We first show that Imp♦ξ{µpMqq ˇ Γ
λ{ξ
Π pNq is contained in J . Recall that the map
♦ξ{µpMq “
q´1ÿ
i“1
ÿ
u,v
1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b♦ipξ{µ, u, v;Mq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b 1,
where q “ lpξq and u, v ě 0 are such that u` v ă ξi`1´µi. Let us fix such a triple i, u, v. Then
choose any tableaux t P Tabrs1spλ{ξq,
r P Tabrrsppξ1, . . . , ξi´1q{pµ1, . . . , µi´1qq and s P Tabrrsppξi`2, . . . , ξqq{pµi`2, . . . , µqqq.
We also consider a basis element W
pa,b,cq
Π of Γ
u,p1`p2´u´v,v
Π M , where a, b, c P Ipm|nq are such
that lpaq “ u, lpbq “ p1` p2´ u´ v and lpcq “ v, with p1 “ ξi´ µi and p2 “ ξi`1´ µi`1. Now
let us write W “W
prq
Π bW
pa,b,cq
Π bW
psq
Π . Then we have
♦ξ{µpW q “W
prq
Π b♦1pξ{µ, u, v;MqpW
pa,b,cq
Π q bW
psq
Π ,
and it suffices to show that ♦ξ{µpW q ˇW
ptq
Π belongs to J .
Next, let us consider the action of ♦λ{µpM‘Nq. Let us write t1 “ pt
1, . . . , ti´1q, t¯ “ pti, ti`1q,
and t2 “ pt
i`2, . . . , tqq. Also consider the element
W 1 “W
paq
Π b pW
pbq
Π ˇW
ptiq
Π q b pW
pcq
Π ˇW
pti`1q
Π q.
Then we have
♦λ{µpM ‘Nq
´
pW
prq
Π ˇW
pt1q
Π q bW
1 b pW
psq
Π ˇW
pt2q
Π q
¯
“
pW
prq
Π ˇW
pt1q
Π q b ♦i
`
λ{µ, u, λi`1 ´ ξi`1 ` v;M ‘N
˘
pW 1q b pW
psq
Π ˇW
pt2q
Π q,
and
♦i
`
λ{µ, u, λi`1 ´ ξi`1 ` v;M ‘N
˘
pW 1q “ÿ
b˜
1
,b˜
2
sgnZpipb˜
1
, b˜
2
q pW
paq
Π ˇW
pb˜
1
q
Π q b pW
pb˜
2
q
Π ˇW
pcq
Π q, (24)
where the sum is taken over all pairs of standardized b˜
1
P Ipm `m1|n ` n1, λi ´ µi ´ uq and
b˜
2
P Ipm`m1|n` n1, ξi`1 ´ µi`1 ´ vq such that stpb˜
1
_ b˜
2
q “ b_ ti.
On the other hand, we notice that
˘♦ξ{µpW q ˇW
ptq
Π “
pW
prq
Π ˇW
pt1q
Π q b p♦ipξ{µ, u, v;MqpW
pa,b,cq
Π q ˇW
p¯tq
Π q b pW
psq
Π ˇW
pt2q
Π q,
and
˘♦ipξ{µ, u, v;MqpW
pa,b,cq
Π q ˇW
p¯tq
Π “ÿ
b1,b2
sgnZpipb
1, b2q pW
paq
Π ˇW
pb1q
Π ˇW
ptiq
Π q b pW
pb2q
Π ˇW
pcq
Π ˇW
pti`1q
Π q (25)
where the sum is taken over all pairs of standardized b1 P Ipm|n, ξi´µi´uq, b
2 P Ipm|n, ξi`1´
µi`1 ´ vq such that stpb
1 _ b2q “ b.
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Comparing the above sums, we see that every summand in (25), corresponding to some pair
(b1, b2), also appears with the same sign in (24) as the summand corresponding to the pair (b˜
1
,
b˜
2
), with b˜
1
“ b1 _ ti and b˜
2
“ b2. Furthermore, any other summand corresponding to (b˜
1
,
b˜
2
) which is not of the above form involves moving elements of ti from the i-th row of λ{µ to
the pi` 1q-st row. Such a summand must belong to 9KξpM,Nq. This completes the proof that
Imp♦λ{ξpMqq ˇ Γ
ξ{µ
Π pNq belongs to J . The proof that Γ
λ{ξ
Π pMq ˇ Imp♦ξ{µpNqq Ă J is entirely
symmetric. 
Theorem 4.2.5. For all pairs pM,Nq P ΓdMˆM, the canonical map
ψξ : pSξ{µpMq b pSλ{ξpNq ÝÑ LξpM,Nq{ 9Lξ`M,Nq
is an isomorphism. Hence, the bisuperfunctors tLξ : µ Ă ξ Ă λu give a filtration of ppSλ{µqbi
whose associated graded object is isomorphic toà
µĂξĂλ
pSξ{µ b pSλ{ξ.
Proof. First we notice that any costandard t P Tabrr`ss can be decomposed into a double tableau
t “ tp1q|tp2q, where tp1q is of shape κptq{µ with elements belonging to rrs and tp2q is the tableau
of shape λ{κptq obtained by restricting to the entries from the set rs1s. It then follows from
Theorem 3.3.10 that the set
tθˆλ{µpW
ptq
Π q : t P Tabrr`sspλ{µq is costandard, and κptq ĺ ξ (resp. κptq ă ξqu
gives a basis of LξpM,Nq (resp. 9LξpM,Nq). The theorem then follows from the fact that
W
ptq
Π “ ˘W
ptp1qq
Π ˇW
ptp2qq
Π . 
Notice that the functor ResC,d : Pol
I
d Ñ Pol
II
d is an exact functor on the underlying even
subcategories. We thus have the following consequence of Theorem 4.2.5.
Corollary 4.2.6. For each µ Ă ξ Ă λ, let us define the bisuperfunctor LIIξ “ ResC,dpLξq in the
category PolIId . Then the set of all such L
II
ξ gives a filtration of p
pSII
λ{µq
bi whose associated graded
object is isomorphic to à
µĂξĂλ
pS IIξ{µ b pS IIλ{ξ.
5. Highest Weight Theory
The main purpose of this section is to show that the Schur superfunctors pSIλ “ pSλ are
indecomposable objects of the category PolId. It will be convenient to work with the Schur
superalgebra Spm|n, dq for m,n, d P Zě0. We also describe formal characters of pSIλ and pSIIλ . For
this, we will need to work with both Schur superalgebras Spm|n, dq and Qpn, dq, respectively.
5.1. The Schur superalgebra Spm|n, dq. Suppose m,n, d are nonnegative integers, and let
M “ km|n. We choose bases X “ pX1, . . . ,Xmq of M0 and Y “ pY1, . . . , Ynq of M1. Let
Z “ X \ Y be the Z2-graded set with Z0 “ X , Z1 “ Y and with total order
X1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Xm ă Y1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă Yn.
In this case, we we write Tabm|npλ{µq “ TabZpλ{µq if µ Ă λ are any partitions. We also write
Zi “ Xi and Zm`j “ Yj for 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď n.
Let Ei,j P EndpMq denote the element such that Ei,jZk “ δj,kZi for k “ 1, . . . ,m` n. Then
tEi,j : 1 ď i, j ď m` nu gives a basis of EndpMq, which we order lexicographically. We define
the the Schur superalgebra Spm|n, dq to be the associative superalgebra
Spm|n, dq “ ΓdEndpMq – EndkSdpM
bdq.
Denote the multiplication of x, y P Spm|n, dq by x ˝ y.
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Recall that the symmetric group Sd acts on Ipm|n, dq by composition. Given i, j P Ipm|n, dq,
let us write i „ j if j “ i.σ, for some σ P Sd. We also let Sd act on the set Ipm|n, dqˆIpm|n, dq
via the diagonal action. We again write „ denote the equivalence relation corresponding to the
orbits of this action. E.g., if i „ k and j „ l, then pi, jq „ pk, lq, but not vice versa. Let
Ωpm|n, dq denote a set of Sn-orbit representatives in Ipm|n, dq ˆ Ipm|n, dq.
Following [BrKu], we say that pi, jq P Ipm|n, dq ˆ Ipm|n, dq is strict if: pik, jkq ‰ pil, jlq
whenever both k ‰ l and |ik| ` |jk| “ |il| ` |jl| “ 1. Let I
2pm|n, dq denote the set of all such
strict pairs. Then the diagonal action of Sd restricts to an action on I
2pm|n, dq. Notice that
|i|Z ` |j|Z “ |i|Zpi ` |j|Zpi , for any i, j P Ipm|n, dq.
We denote by Epi,jq P Spm|n, dq “ ΓdEndpMq the element which is dual to the monomial
m`nź
k,l“1
Eˇik,jl P S
dpEndpMq˚q,
where tEˇi,ju denotes the dual basis of tEi,ju. Then the set
tEpi,jq : pi, jq P Ωpm|n, dq X I2pm|n, dqu
gives a basis of Spm|n, dq.
Given any ε, δ P pZ2q
d, we define the charge :
chrpε, δq “
ź
1ďsătďd
p´1qεsδt .
Now suppose given pi, jq, pk, lq P I2pm|n, dq. Then we define:
chrpi, j;kq “ chrp|i|Z ` |j|Z , |k|Zq, chrπpi, j;kq “ chrp|i|Z ` |j|Z , |k|Zpi q
and
chrpi, j;k, lq “ chrp|i|Z ` |j|Z , |k|Z ` |l|Zq.
If pi, jq „ pk, lq, then we also define
sgnpi, j;k, lq “ sgnp|i|Z ` |j|Z , σq
where σ P Sd is any permutation such that pi, jq “ pk.σ, l.σq.
We may also consider the elements Ei,j “ Ei1,j1 b Ei2,j2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Eid,jd P EndpMqbd “
EndpMbdq, where the action is given by the rule of signs. Notice that we have
Ei,jZk “ chrpi, j;kqδj,kZ
i and Ei,jZkΠ “ chrπpi, j;kqδj,kZ
i
Π. (26)
Recall from Lemma 3.1.2 that there is an isomorphism
ΓdEndpMq “ Spm|n, dq
„
Ñ pEndpMqbdqSd “ EndkSdpM
bdq,
which shows that the corresponding embedding ∆ : Spm|n, dq ãÑ EndpMbdq is faithful. This
embedding is given explicitly by the equation
∆pEpi,jqq “
ÿ
ps,tq„pi,jq
sgnpi, j; s, tqEs,t, (27)
which holds for any pi, jq P I2pm|n, dq.
Now there is a canonical (even) isomorphism of superalgebras EndpMq – EndpΠMq. It
follows that there is also a faithful embedding
Spm|n, dq ãÑ EndpΠMqbd “ EndppΠMqbdq.
The superspaces Mbd and pΠMqbd are thus naturally Spm|n, dq-supermodules. The following
lemma describes these actions (cf. [BrKu, Lem. 5.1]).
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Lemma 5.1.1. (i) Suppose given pi, jq P I2pm|n, dq and l P Ipm|n, dq. Then the action of
Spm|n, dq on Mbd satisfies the equation
Epi,jqZl “
ÿ
pk,lq„pi,jq
sgnpi, j;k, lqchrpi, j;kqZk,
and the action on pΠMqbd is similarly given by
Epi,jqZlΠ “
ÿ
pk,lq„pi,jq
sgnpi, j;k, lqchrπpi, j;kqZ
k
Π.
(ii) Furthermore, the multiplication in Spm|n, dq satisfies
Epi,jq ˝Epk,lq “
ÿ
ps,tqPΩpm|n,dq
Ci,j,k,l,s,tE
ps,tq,
with the coefficients
Ci,j,k,l,s,t “
ÿ
sgnpi, j; s,hqsgnpk, l;h, tqchrph, t; s,hq,
the sum being over all h P Ipm|n, dq such that ps,hq „ pi, jq and ph, tq „ pk, lq.
Proof. The first part of (i) follows from (26) and (27). The second equation is also not difficult
to see since |i|Z ` |j|Z “ |i|Zpi ` |j|Zpi .
The formula in (ii) can be verified using the first part of (i) together with the fact that the
embedding Spm|n, dq ãÑ EndpMbdq is faithful. 
Let us write Λpm|nq “ pZě0q
m`n and Λpm|n, dq “ tλ P Λpm|nq : |λ| “
ř
λi “ du. We let
Λ`pm|n, dq denote the subset consisting of all partitions λ P Λpm|n, dq. For any µ P Λpm|n, dq,
we define the element Epµq “ Epi
µ,iµq P Spm|n, dq. The elements Epµq (µ P Λpm|n, dq) are called
weight idempotents. Given i P Ipm|n, dq, recall the definition of wtpiq P Λpm|n, dq from Section
1.4. The following is a restatement of [BrKu, Lemma 5.3] in terms of our notation.
Lemma 5.1.2. Suppose pi, jq P I2pm|n, dq and µ P Λpm|n, dq. Then
Epµq ˝Epi,jq “
#
Epi,jq if wtpiq “ µ,
0 otherwise,
Epi,jq ˝Epµq “
#
Epi,jq if wtpjq “ µ,
0 otherwise.
In particular, tEpµq : µ P Λpm|n, dqu gives a set of mutually orthogonal even idempotents whose
sum, e “
ř
Epµq, is the identity of Spm|n, dq.
Proof. This follows from from part (ii) of Lemma 5.1.1. 
Given a finite dimensional Spm|n, dq-supermodule, V , and µ P Λpm|n, dq, we define the weight
space Vµ “ E
pµqV . From the above lemma, we have a weight space decomposition
V “
à
µPΛpm|n,dq
Vµ. (28)
We call a homogeneous vector v P Vµ a weight vector of weight µ, and we write wtpvq “ µ.
5.2. Schur supermodules and Schur superfunctors. Recall from [Ax, Sec. 4] that there
is a functor PolId Ñ Spm|n, dq smod, given by sending T ÞÑ T pk
m|nq. In particular Ibd ÞÑ Mbd
and Πbd ÞÑ pΠMqbd, where we continue to fix M “ km|n. We also have ΓλΠ ÞÑ Γ
λ
ΠpMq. Since
there is an embedding ∆ : ΓλΠ ãÑ Π
bd, we also have an embedding
∆pMq : ΓλΠpMq ãÑ pΠMq
bd (29)
of Spm|n, dq-supermodules. We wish to describe the action of Spm|n, dq on ΓλΠM explicitly, by
restricting the action on pΠMqbd in Lemma 5.1.1 considered above.
We next define an action of the symmetric groups Sd on Tabm|npλq. The action is given
by restricting the action of Sd on Ipm|n, dq along the bijection, wp q : Tabm|npλq Ñ Ipm|n, dq,
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sending a tableau to its reading word. I.e., if σ P Sd and t P Tabm|npλq, then t.σ is the tableau
of shape λ such that wpt.σq “ wptq.σ.
Now consider the subgroupSØλ “ Sλ1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆSλq Ă Sd. This subgroup acts on t P Tabm|npλq
by permuting the entries of each row. We say that s, t P Tabm|npλq are row equivalent and write
s «R t, if there exists σ P S
Ø
λ such that s “ t.σ.
We also define the subgroup permuting the elements of each column in a tableaux. For this it
is convenient to consider the tableaux colλ P Tabm|npλq given by colλpi, jq “ j for all pi, jq P △λ.
We then let SÙλ “ tσ P Sd : wpcolλq.σ “ wpcolλqu. Now if there exists a permutation σ P S
Ù
λ
such that s “ t.σ, then we say that s, t P Tabm|npλq are column equivalent and write s «C t.
Define a relation: s
RC
ÝÑ t, if there exists a tableau r P Tabm|npλq such that r «R s and r «C t.
Lemma 5.2.1. Suppose s, t P Tabm|npλq are both costandard. If s
RC
ÝÑ t, then wpsq ľ wptq.
Proof. We may assume that s ‰ t. Then either r ‰ s or r ‰ t. Notice that each equivalence
class of «C (resp. of «R) contains at most one tableau which is costandard. Hence, we have
both r ‰ s and r ‰ t. Let i0 be the first row of λ such that r
i0 ‰ ti0 . We must then have
rpi0, jq ě tpi0, jq for 1 ď j ď λi0 , since tpi0, jq ď tpi, jq, for all i ą i0 such that pi, jq P △λ.
Notice that each row si of s is obtained from the i-th row of r by rearranging the entries of ri
into nonincreasing order. Since t is costandard and ri “ ti for 1 ď i ă i0, it follows that s
i “ ti
for 1 ď i ă i0 as well. Now since rpi0, jq ě tpi0, jq, for 1 ď j ď λi0 , and s
i is a non-increasing
rearrangement of ri, we must also have spi0, jq ě tpi0, jq, for 1 ď j ď λi0 . Finally, there must
be at least one j such that spi0, jq ą tpi0, jq since r
i0 ‰ ti0 . It follows that wpsq ą wptq. 
In the following, we will write chrπps, t; tq instead of chrπpwpsq, wptq;wptqq, and similar nota-
tion holds for sgn.
Lemma 5.2.2. Suppose λ is a partition. The action of Spm|n, dq on the supermodule ΓλΠM is
given as follows. Suppose t P Tabm|npλq is row costandard. Then
Epi,jqZ
ptq
Π “
ÿ
wpsq„i
Ci,j;s,tZ
psq
Π ,
where the sum is over row costandard s P Tabm|npλq, with the coefficients
Ci,j;s,t “
ÿ
sgnpi, j; s, rqchrπps, r; sq,
summing over all r P Tabm|npλq such that r «R t and pwpsq, wprqq „ pi, jq.
Proof. Notice that the embedding (29) can be given explicitly by the formula
∆pZ
ptq
Π q “
ÿ
s«Rt
sgnZpipt; sqZ
s
Π.
The lemma may then be verified by restricting the second formula in part (i) of Lemma 5.1.1
to the image of ΓλΠM under this embedding. 
Let us order the elements of i P Ipm|n, dq using the lexicographic order ĺ on the sequences
pi1, . . . , idq. I.e., we have i ĺ j if i “ j or if there exists 1 ď k ă d such that i1 “ j1, . . . , ik “ jk,
and ik`1 ă jk`1.
Next we define the subsuperspace Npm|n, dq Ă Spm|n, dq to be the linear span of all Epi,jq
such that pi, jq P I2pm|n, dq and i ă j. Then it is clear that Npm|n, dq is a (nonunital)
subalgebra. We say that an element v P V , of a finite dimensional Spm|n, dq-supermodule V , is
Npm|n, dq-invariant if x.v “ 0 for all x P Npm|n, dq. An Npm|n, dq-invariant element which is
also a nonzero weight vector is called a highest weight vector of V .
Lemma 5.2.3. Every nonzero supermodule V P Spm|n, dq smod contains a highest weight vec-
tor.
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Proof. Suppose v P Vµ is a weight vector, for some µ P Λpm|n, dq. If pi, jq P I
2pm|n, dq, then it
is not difficult to see using Lemma 5.1.2 that Epi,jqv is also a weight vector of weight wtpiq, and
Epi,jqv “ 0 unless wtpjq “ µ. It follows that wtpEpi,jqvq “ wtpiq ă µ, whenever i ă j. Hence,
if we choose µ to be the earliest weight in the lexicographic order such that Vµ ‰ 0, then any
nonzero v P Vµ must be a highest weight vector. 
Recall from [Ax, Sec. 4] that there is an evaluation functor ev I
m|n : Pol
I
d Ñ Spm|n, dq smod,
given by sending T ÞÑ T pkm|nq, which is an equivalence if m,n ě d.
Definition 5.2.4. It follows from the preceding paragraph that the natural transformation
θˆλ : Γ
λ1
Π Ñ S
λ yields by evaluation an even Spm|n, dq-supermodule homomorphism
θˆλpMq : Γ
λ1
ΠM Ñ S
λM.
Hence, the image of this homomorphism, pSλpMq, is naturally an Spm|n, dq-supermodule which
we call the Schur supermodule of weight λ.
Consider the canonical tableaux cλ which is the costandard tableaux in Tabm|npλq defined
by setting, for pi, jq P △λ,
cpi, jq “
#
j, if 1 ď j ď m
m` i, if j ą m.
Then cλ ĺ t, for any costandard t P Tabm|npλq.
Example 5.2.5. It follows from Lemma 5.2.3 and the Standard Basis Theorem 3.3.10 that the
element θˆλ1pZ
pcλq
Π q corresponding to the canonical tableau cλ is a highest weight vector of the
Schur supermodule pSλ1pMq.
From now on let us identify the Schur supermodule pSλ1M as the quotient ΓλΠM{♦λpMq. For
convenience, we also write x “ x`♦λpMq to denote the coset of any x P Γ
λ
ΠM . The following
may be viewed as a super analogue of the result [DEP, Theorem 3.3] of De Concini, Eisenbud,
and Procesi.
Theorem 5.2.6. Let λ P Λ`pm|n, dq be a partition such that lpλ1q ď m. Then:
(i) Every nonzero Npm|n, dq-submodule of pSλ1pMq contains ZpcλqΠ ;
(ii) the Npm|n, dq-invariants of pSλ1pMq are spanned by ZpcλqΠ ;
(iii) pSλ1pMq is Npm|n, dq-indecomposable.
Proof. Proof of (i). Suppose V Ă pSλ1M is a nonzero Npm|n, dq-submodule, and let v P V . Of
course, we may assume that v is not contained in the k-span of Z
pcλq
Π . Using Theorem 3.3.10,
write v as a linear combination
v “
ÿ
t
atZ
ptq
Π ,
summing over all costandard t P Tabm|npλq, for some coefficients at P k.
Consider any costandard t0 such that t0 ‰ cλ. Then cλ ă t0, so that E
pcλ,t0q P Npm|n, dq.
Now since lpλ1q ď m, we have cλpi, jq “ j for all pi, jq P △λ (i.e. cλ “ colλ). Hence, if s is row
costandard and wpsq „ wpcλq, then we must have s “ cλ. From Lemma 5.2.2, we thus have
Epwpcλq,wpt0qqv “
ÿ
t
ÿ
wpsq„wpcλq
atCwpcλq,wpt0q;s,tZ
psq
Π “
ÿ
t
atCwpcλq,wpt0q;cλ,tZ
pcλq
Π .
Now if r P Tabm|npλq, then notice that pwpcλq, wprqq „ pwpcλq, wpt0qq if and only if r «C t0,
where we again use the fact that lpλ1q ď m. Notice first that r «R t0 and r «C t0 implies that
r “ t0. Since sgnpwpcλq, wpt0q; cλ, t0q “ 1, we thus have
Cwpcλq,wpt0q;cλ,t0 “ chrπpcλ, t0; cλq.
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On the other hand, we must have Cwpcλq,wpt0q;cλ,t “ 0, unless t
RC
ÝÑ t0. It thus follows from
Lemma 5.2.1 that Cwpcλq,wpt0q;cλ,t “ 0 whenever wptq ă wpt0q.
Let t1 be the unique costandard tableau with the property: at1 ‰ 0 and wpt0q ľ wpsq for any
costandard s such that as ‰ 0. It follows from the above arguments that
Epcλ,t1qv “ ˘at1Z
pcλq
Π .
Since at0 ‰ 0, it follows that Z
pcλq
Π is in the Npm|n, dq-span of v.
Proof of (ii). The proof of (i) shows that Npm|n, dqv ‰ 0 for any v P pSλ1M which is not
contained in the k-span of Z
pcλq
Π . So (ii) follows from Example 5.2.5.
Proof of (iii). Suppose that we have a decomposition pSλM “ V ‘ W into Npm|n, dq-
submodules. From part (i) it follows that Z
pcλq
Π belongs to both V and W simultaneously,
which is impossible. 
Proposition 5.2.7. Let λ be any partition with d “ |λ|. Then the Schur superfunctor pSλ is an
indecomposable object of the category PolId. I.e., if S, T P Pol
I
d are such that
pSλ “ S ‘ T , then
either S “ 0 or S “ pSλ.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.2.6.(iii), since by [Ax, Thm. 4.2], the evaluation functor is
an equivalence of categories, PolId
„
ÝÑ Spm|n, dq smod, for m,n " 0. 
5.3. The Schur superalgebra Qpn, dq. We next discuss type II Schur superfunctors. For this,
we need to consider the Schur superalgebra
Qpn, dq :“ ΓdEndC1pUrp1q
nq.
Let us write Vn “ Up1q
n. Recall from [Ax, Sec. 4] that there is an evaluation functor
ev IIn : Pol
II
d Ñ Qpn, dq smod, T ÞÑ T pVnq,
which is an equivalence if n ě d. It follows that pSIIλpVnq has the structure of left Qpn, dq-
supermodule. We note that this supermodule is usually not indecomposable. Hence, pS IIλ , is
usually not an indecomposable object of the category PolIId .
Now as a superspace Vn » k
n|n. Let us identify EndC1pVnq as a subset of EndpVnq. Then
there is a corresponding superalgebra embedding Qpn, dq ãÑ Spn|n, dq. For 1 ď i, j ď n, we
may consider the following elements of EndC1pVnq:
E0;i,j :“ Ei,j ` En`i,n`j and E1;i,j :“ Ei,n`j ` En`i,j.
It follows from [Ax, Example 2.6] that the set tEε;i,j, : ε P Z2, 1 ď i, j ď nu is a basis of
EndC1pVnq. We order this basis lexicographically: E0;i,j ă E1;k,l, for all 1 ď i, j, k, l ď n, and
Eǫ;i,j ď Eǫ;k,l if pi, jq ĺ pk, lq.
Let Ipn, dq “ Ipn|0, dq. Given ε P pZ2q
d and i, j P Ipn, dq, let Epε;i,jq denote the element of
Qpn, dq “ ΓdEndC1pVnq which is dual to the monomial
Eˇε1;i1,j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Eˇεd;id,jd P S
dpEndC1pVnq
˚q,
where tEˇε;i,ju denotes the basis of EndC1pVnq
˚ dual to the basis tEε;i,ju. If ε P pZ2q
d, then we
say a pair pi, jq P Ipn, dq ˆ Ipn, dq is ε-strict if pik, jkq ‰ pil, jlq whenever εk “ εl “ 1. Then
Epε;i,jq ‰ 0 if and only if pi, jq are ε-strict.
Notice there is a unique action of the Hyperoctahedral group, Hd “ Z2 ≀ Sd, on the set
pZ2q
dˆ Ipn, dqˆ Ipn, dq, such that: Sd acts on Ipn, dqˆ Ipn, dq via the diagonal action as usual,
and pZ2q
d Ă Hn acts on itself via point-wise addition. Let Ωpn, dq denote a set of Hn-orbit
representatives in pZ2q
d ˆ Ipn, dq ˆ Ipn, dq. Then it is not difficult to see that the set
tEpε;i,jq : pε; i, jq P Ωpn, dq and pi, jq is ǫ-strictu
is a basis of Qpn, dq.
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Next, we consider weight idempotents for Qpn, dq. Let us write Λpnq “ Λpn|0q and Λpn, dq “
Λpn|0, dq. Denote Ep0;νq “ Ep0;i
ν ,iνq P Qpn, dq for any ν P Λpn, dq, where 0 “ p0, . . . , 0q P pZ2q
d.
We then have the following, which is proved in [BrK1, Lem. 6.1] using different notation.
Lemma 5.3.1. Suppose i, j P Ipn, dq, ε P pZ2q
d and ν P Λpn, dq. Then
Ep0;νq ˝Epε;i,jq “ δν,wtpiqE
pε;i,jq, Epε;i,jq ˝ Ep0;νq “ δwtpjq,νE
pε;i,jq.
In particular, tEp0;νq : ν P Λpn, dqu gives a set of mutually orthogonal even idempotents whose
sum is the identity of Qpn, dq.
Thus for any V P Qpn, dq smod, we again have a decomposition
V “
à
νPΛpn,dq
Vν , (30)
where the weight space Vν “ E
p0;νqV .
5.4. Formal characters. Let Xpnq denote the free polynomial algebra Zrx1, . . . , xns. The ring
Xpnq has the basis of monomials: xν “ xν11 . . . x
νn
n , for ν P Λpnq. Furthermore,
Xpnq “
8à
d“0
Xpn, dq
is a graded ring, where the component Xpn, dq is spanned by xν such that ν P Λpn, dq.
Now let Zpm|nq denote the ring Zrx1, . . . , xm; y1 . . . , yns “ Xpmq b Y pnq . Then Zpm|nq is
also a graded ring
Zpm|nq “
8à
d“0
Zpm|n, dq,
and Zpm|n, dq has a Z-basis given by the monomials
zµ “ zµ11 . . . z
µm`n
m`n , where z1 “ x1, . . . zm “ xm, zm`1 “ y1, . . . zm`n “ yn,
such that µ P Λpm|n, dq.
Definition 5.4.1. Suppose that V P Spm|n, dq smod and W P Qpn, dq smod. Recalling the
weight space decompositions (28) and (30), we define the formal characters
chpV q “
ÿ
µPΛpm|n,dq
dimpVµqz
µ and chpW q “
ÿ
νPΛpn,dq
dimpWνqx
ν ,
which belong to Zpm|nq and Xpnq, respectively.
We now consider the weight spaces of the Spm|n, dq-supermodule Γλ
1
Π pMq, with M “ k
m|n.
Let us define the weight of a tableau t to be the weight of its associated word; i.e., wtptq “
wtpwptqq. Using Lemma 5.2.2 it can be checked that
EpµqZ
ptq
Π “ δwtptq,µZ
ptq
Π .
It follows that the weight space pΓλ
1
ΠMqµ has basis given by the set of all Z
ptq
Π such that t is row
costandard and wtptq “ µ. The formal character as an Spm|n, dq-supermodule is then equal to
chpΓλ
1
ΠMq “
ÿ
row costandard
tPTabm|npλ
1q
zwtptq “
ÿ
row standard
sPTabm|npλq
zwtpsq,
since t is costandard if and only if its conjugate, s “ t1, is standard. (Recall that t1pi, jq “ tpj, iq
for all pi, jq P △λ1 .) It then follows from Theorm 3.3.10 that
chppSλpkm|nqq “ ÿ
costandard
tPTabm|npλ
1q
zwtptq “
ÿ
standard
sPTabm|npλq
zwtpsq. (31)
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Suppose given partitions µ Ă λ. Then recall from [Mac, ch. I] the definition of the skew Schur
function, sλ{µpx1, . . . , xnq, which belongs to the ring Λnpxq “ Xpnq
Sn of symmetric functions
in n variables. One may check using [Mac, I.5.12] that we have
sλ{µpx1, . . . , xmq “
ÿ
standard
tPTabm|0pλ{µq
zwtptq, sλ1{µ1py1, . . . , ynq “
ÿ
standard
sPTab0|npλ{µq
zwtpsq. (32)
The hook Schur function is defined in [BR, 6.3] to be the sum
hsλpx1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ynq “
ÿ
µĂλ
sµpx1, . . . , xmqsλ1{µ1py1, . . . , ynq,
which may be considered as an element of the ring Λmpxq bZ Λnpyq Ă Zpm|nq.
Proposition 5.4.2. The character of the Schur supermodule pSλpkm|nq is equal to the hook
Schur function hsλpx1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ynq.
Proof. Any standard tableaux t P Tabm|npλq may be decomposed as a double tableau tp1q|tp2q
for standard tp1q P Tabm|0pµq and tp2q P Tab0|npλ{µq for some µ Ă λ. Hence, the result follows
from (31) and (32). 
Recall from [Mac, Ch. III], [WW] the Hall-Littlewood symmetric function,
Sλpx1, . . . , xnq “ hsλpx1, . . . , xn;x1, . . . , xnq “
ÿ
µĂλ
sµpx1, . . . , xmqsλ1{µ1px1, . . . , xnq,
defined for λ P Λpnq. We then have the following.
Corollary 5.4.3. The character of the Qpn, dq-supermodule pS IIλ pVnq is equal to the Hall-Littlewood
symmetric function Sλpx1, . . . , xnq.
Proof. Given any µ P Λpm|nq, let us write µ` “ pµ1, . . . , µmq P Λpmq and µ
´ “ pµm`1, . . . , µm`nq P
Λpnq. Then note that the embedding Qpn, dq ãÑ Spn|n, dq mentioned above sends
Ep0;νq ÞÑ
ÿ
µPΛpn|n,dq:µ``µ´“ν
Epµq.
Now any V P Spn|n, dq smod may be considered as a Qpn, dq-supermodule by restriction. In
particular, for any ν P Λpn, dq we have
dimpRes
Spn|n,dq
Qpn,dq
pV qνq “
ÿ
µPΛpn|n,dq:µ``µ´“ν
dimpVµq.
Then since xν “ xµ
`
xµ
´
whenever µ``µ´ “ ν, it follows that chpRes
Spn|n,dq
Qpn,dq pV qq “ chpV q|x“y.
The result now follows from Proposition 5.4.2 and the definitions sincepS IIλ pVnq “ ResSpn|n,dqQpn,dq pSλpkn|nq
as a Qpn, dq-supermodule. 
Let us briefly describe formal characters of polynomial superfunctors. Let m1 ě m, n1 ě n
be nonnegative integers. Then there are surjective ring homomorphisms
ρn
1
n : Xpn
1q Ñ Xpnq, resp. ρ
m1|n1
m|n : Zpm|n
1q Ñ Zpm|nq,
which send the variables xn`1, . . . , xn1 , resp. xm`1, . . . , xm1 , yn`1, . . . , yn1 , to zero and which
leave other variables fixed. These maps restrict to give surjective maps of abelian groups:
ρn
1
n pdq : Xpn
1, dq Ñ Xpn, dq, ρ
m1|n1
m|n pdq : Zpm
1|n1, dq Ñ Zpm|n, dq.
We may define inverse limits,
Xp8, dq “ limÐÝXpn, dq and Zp8|8, dq “ limÐÝZpm|n, dq,
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with respect to these maps. We then have corresponding graded rings,
Xp8q “
8à
d“0
Xp8, dq, and Zp8|8q “
8à
d“0
Zp8|8, dq,
with multiplication induced from the inverse limits.
Notice that Xp8q and Zp8|8q may both be considered as subrings of the ring Zrrx; yss “
Zrrx1, x2, . . . ; y1, y2, . . . ss of formal power series in infinitely many variables. Explicitly, we may
identify an element
pfnqně0 P Xp8, dq, resp. pgm|nqm,ně0 P Zp8|8, dq,
with the unique power series fpxq, resp. gpx; yq, such that fnpx1, . . . , xnq “ fpx1, . . . , xn, 0, . . . q
and gm|npx1, . . . , xn; y1, . . . , ynq “ gpx1, . . . , xm, 0, . . . ; y1, . . . , yn, 0, . . . q for all m,n ě 0. In this
case, we write
f “ limÐÝ fn, g “ limÐÝ gm|n.
For example, we may consider inverse limits of the Hall-Littlewood and hook Schur functions:
Sλpxq “ limÐÝSλpx1, . . . , xnq, hsλpx; yq “ limÐÝhsλpx1, . . . , xm; y1, . . . , ynq.
Note that we have: Sλpx; yq “ hsλpx;xq, and hsλpx; yq “
ř
µĂλ sµpxqsλ1{µ1pyq, where sλpxq is
the Schur function sλpxq “ limÐÝ sλpx1, . . . , xnq P Xp8q.
We remark that it is possible to show that
ρ
m1|n1
m|n pchpT pk
m1|n1qq “ chpT pkm|nqqq, and ρn
1
n pchpT pVn1qq “ chpT pVnqqq
for all m1 ě m, n1 ě n. Hence, one may make the following definition.
Definition 5.4.4. The formal character of a polynomial superfunctor T P PolId, resp. T P Pol
II
d ,
is defined to be the element
chIpT q “ limÐÝ chpT pk
m|nqq, resp. chIIpT q “ limÐÝ chpT pVnqq,
of Xp8, dq, resp. Zp8|8, dq.
The Schur superfunctors then have the following formal characters:
chIppSIλq “ hsλpx; yq and chIIppSIIλq “ Sλpxq, (33)
which follows from the definitions, Proposition 5.4.2 and Corollary 5.4.3.
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